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4 O ſimplify the Engliſh verbº, and fºrm a correſ? and

cºmplete Syntax, were the principal motive ºf publiſhing the Firſt

£dition of “THE GRAMMA+ 1cAL SystEM of The ENGL1s H

flanguage.” Of his own abilities the author was very diffident:

The circle, he was ſºnſible, had been trodden by ſºme ºf the firſt

literary charađerſ in the Britiſh nation ; whoſe workſ have been

tranſported to America, andare in high repute. A deviation from

theſe “giants of literature,” he judged might be thought, by ſºme,

to be preſumptuouſ, and even pedantic; But convićtion, that

great name, ought not to ſančify miſiaker, emboldened the at

fempt to extricate the ſubjeć of grammar from the perplexity and

deficiency with which it has been embarraſſed. The writerſ on

this ſubjeć were conſulted with attention and candour. The de

viationſ from their remarkſ, and the additions to the ruler ofſyn

tax, were made in conſequence of ſong experience. To teach.ſºſ.

tematically the Engliſh language, it undoubtedly the beſt methºd

to attain a knowledge of itſ component parts, and of the mutual

cºnnexion and influence of analyzed ſentencer. - º

That the Engliſh language is not capable of being reduced to

./ºnta&ical ruler, is a popularbut erroneºuſ ſentiment. The Latin

anguage ºf the Auguſtan age is pure and ſublime ; and notwith--

Jamiſing the different terminations.of its mount, pronounr, adjec

fiver, and verbs, it has been reduced to ſuch determinate rules

that ax; ſº hool boy way underſtand and apply them. The French

language has, of lute yearſ, been ſtudied with great aſiduity, ly

zany alie and ingeniouſ writerſ of that mation, ºvkº have coi.

:/idered itſ conſtrućion and determined its proprie; with great

accuracy. The criminal in attention to the language, in ºich

ºte daily converſ and write, if the principal reaſºn, that many

are i # to believe it iſ not reduciºſe to ſimple, plain ruler.

“The genius and grammar of the Eng/iſh language, to the re

proach ºf otr country, (ſay; a celebrated writer) have not been

judied with care, or after fained Rºth preciſion. Gray12/ar ir

apt to be ſlighted by ſuperficial thinkerſ, aſ belonging to thºſ. rudi.

7nents of knowledge, which avere inculcated upon ur, in our ear

lift youth. Tº the ignorance of it muſt be attributed many of

fāoſe fundamental deječ, which appear in writing.” Tº ſay,

that our tanguage is not reducible to ſimpſe, determinate rules, ir.

a confeſſion ºf it, being a barbarouſ, incoherent mixture ºf artic

idated ſºunds. A confº/ron, calculated to make Americanſ be

wieve, that their languige “is made up of the ſhreds and clip
ri nature.” -

* Dr. Blair,
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The follºwing grammar containſ more rules ºf/ºntay, than any

one book that haſ been publiſhed on the ſubječ7. Againſ ſuch a

multitude ºf ruleſ many, perhaps; teii! make chie&tionſ. But the

objećtions will appear invalid, when it is conſidered, that gram

war, in general, ought to contain as many rºles at are neceſſary

to parſe he language fºr which it is* . Thir is the only

apºlºgy fºr inſºrting ſuch a variety of rulef, Andfor this redſºn

only, many ride, that were in ºther grammarſ, have been cºuiſ

#ed; and/ºe, never befºre publiſhed, have been added.

. The peculiar nature aftke Engliſh participleſ gave riſe tomany

additional obſervationſ and ruleſ. 7% the young learner there ir,

tº one part of ſpeech ſº difficult and peºplexing a participleſ:

Their being ſºd in the nature ºf verbs, adjećives, and nouns, both,

in the nºminative and alječºv, cºſºr, required a particular and,

ſparate attention. Aftā the author.faſter finſ(f, that theſub

jº is ſº thoraxgåſ, invºſtigateſ, the aftestive ºrd will find no

great difficulty, in analyzing ileſºntence, in which participles

ºre iſºl, with alſ/cir variety ºf application. ... - -

7% aſ gn all the ſeaſºnſ, that induced to dºiate from ºther

grammarian: ; to refrench, where they were redundant, andadd,

ºwhere they were difficient, would lead to a needleſ, prolixity.

Çºparing thi, with the other graviºlars, will afford the m3/?.

Jatiſfad?ion. . . . . . . . . ------- . . . . -

, 7 he reception that a generouſ public haſ given to this wºrk,

has exceeded the author'ſ mºſt ſanguine expe?ations, , it has been

#ntroduced aſ a claſſical boºk, intº nearly all the academies in the

northern Stateſ, and many other påblic and private ſchººls.

Man gentlemen ofliterary accompliſhments have been p eaſid fo

..ſpeak favºurably in itſ commendation, Thºſe flattering encour

agements, joined with an ambitiºn tº have a correà and complete

grammar, have induced to a critical reviſion of the work. Ac

cordinglyyºff miſtakeſ, in the firſt editionſ, have been correà

ad, new illuſtratiºn; and remarkſ have been added, and the whale

calculated io facilitate the acquirementſ of grainwatical knowl

edge. - - . . . . - -º - }
To the benevolent patrons ºf thir work the author returns, in

thiſ public manner, hiſ ºff cardial thankſ ; and begſ leave to
ſºlicit the continuance ºf their.ſºurg. To gain the approbation

of qualified judges it, he ºf ſº, his ambition. Fºr thiſ pur

jºſë, he it willing to exert hiſ abilitieſ, 192 analyzing the principler

ºf ike Engliſh language, and making, if pºlº, the ſºften ºf

grammar cºmplete. Žhe future remarks ºf hiſ correſpondents.

ºil be nºticed, with all the gºfention their importanº may de-,

mand; and all neceſſary a 'ditiºns and cºrreółions will have dae,

notice taken ºf they in ſt'ſ Auent editionſ.

- 7'HE AUTHOR, }

MENDON, 1795.
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GRAMMATICAL SYSTEM, &c.

G R A M M A R.

v.

GRAMMAR teaches the art of expreſſing and com

municating our thoughts, with verbal propriety.

Grammar ſhews the nature of ſentences; and the

mutual connexion and dependence of each word, of

which they are compoſed. -

Words are divided into ten claſſes, commonly called

parts of Speech ; namely, the Article, Noun, Pronoun,

Adjećtive, Verb, Participle, Adverb, Prepoſition, Con

junétion, and Interjcćtion,

A R T 1 c L E.

The article is a word, placed before a noun, to dea

termine the extent of its ſignification.

There are two articles, a and the. The article a

is prefixed to nouns beginning with a conſonant; as,

a houſe, a barn. But when a noun begins with a vow

el, or filent h, an is uſed to render the pronunciation

more eaſy ; as, an index, an hour.

A is called the indefinite article. It is never uſed to

diſcriminate any particular perſon, or thing. As, a

king; that is, any king. An army; that is, any army.

- A 2 - 4 is
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TZ is prefixed to ſubſtantives in the fingular number

onlv.*

A is uſed before dozen, hundred, thouſand, million.

In this eaſe, they are confidered as one whole number,

formed from a collečtion of many particular parts. .

This article often includes the meaning of every and

each. As, he inherits an effate of three thouſand pound:

a year. They were paid at the rate of twenty founds a man.

The is the definite article. It is prefixed to nouns,

both in the ſingular and plural number ; and diſcrimi

nates ſome particular perſon, or thing. As, the King

of England, the Americans, the Alps, the ſun.

The is uſed before more, mºſt, lºſs, legſ, better, beft,

greater, greateſ. As, the more I read the book, the better

Iſike it. “One of the left was over a hundred, and

the greateſ; over a thouſand.” *

When nouns are taken in their moſt extenſive ſig

nification, they do not admit articles before them.

As, dogs are faithful. Horſes are uſeful. Man is the

moſt noble creature in this lower world. *

N -O U N, . -

A noun is the name of anything that exiſts, wheth

er material or immaterial. As, matter, ſpirit, angels,

men, virtue, vice. . . . . . . . . ***

Any word, that can be made the ſubjećt of diſcourſe,

is a noun. As, he ſpeaks of virtue. He loves the

Judy of philºſºphy; , . -

§º are either common, or proper. Proper

nouns are appropriated to individuals only. As, john,

Boffan.

- - Common

* “A when uſed with ſºv or many,indicates a ſmall or great num

ber conſidered in a collective view, or as a whole ; as, a few men or

zºnen, a great many lºſs : in which phraſes the words few and

zany ſeen to be uſed ſubſtantively, the prepoſition ºf being under

ſtoºd. Of is ſometimes expreſſed after theſe words ; as, I only read a

ºf w ºf his worſ, a great many of the inhabitants died.” Elements of

Grammar, by Charles Coote, of Pembroke College. ... --

- f Kible. *
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. … Common nouns are appropriated to whole ſpecies.

As; man is the name of one ſpecies; fiſh of another;

and birds of another. - * * * * - -

By uſing the article the before proper names, we

convert them into proper nouns. As, the Ceſar, the

Strong; ; the Miſes Pomeroyſ: -

e NUMBER.

Number is the diſtinétion of one from many.

* Nouns have two numbers, the ſingular and plural.

The ſingular number is confined to one particular per

ſon, or thing ; as, man, pen, book. The plural number

comprehends more than one ; as, men, pens, books. .

Colle&tive nouns, or nouns comprehending many

individuals, although they contain plurality of idea, are

uſed, with propriety, in the fingular number. To this

claſs belong army, herd, flock, people, aſſembly, multitude.

The plural number is generally formed by the ad

dition of to the fingular; as, king, kings.

… When the fingular ends in o, ø, ch, ſh, or r, the plu

ºral is formed by the addition of er; as, box, boxer,

church, churches ; bruſh, bruſheſ ; hero, heroeſ. *

Some nouns are irregular in the formation of their

plural number. Of ſuch the following is a catalogue:
-Sing. Plur. . . . Sing, º Plur.

Man Men. . . Penny Pence. :

WOſnair . *... child children. ..

- rothers, or ..s indexes, or

brother } i,j. index ; indice.

Ox OXeh. focus foci.

radius radii. :: * | die dice.

mouſe mice. } louſe lice. ºf

tooth a teeth. . . . . gooſe geeſe.

beau beaux.

Some nouns, derived from the Greek, change *
into a, and is into eſ: Criterion, criteria. Automa

ton, automata. Phenomenon, phenomena." Thefis,

theſes. Imphaſis, emphaſes. Antitheſis, antitheſes.

Hypotheſis, hypotheſes. Parentheſis, parentheſes. El

liaſ, clipſes; an epoch makes epocha. . Some

x



Some Hebrew mouns form their plural number, by

adding im to the ſingular. ... Seraph, Seraphim. Cher

ub, Cherubim. Caphtor, Caphtorim. Baal, Baalim.

Many nouns, ending in for fe, form their, plural

by changing f into v, and adding f. As, life, lives.

Knife, knives. Wife, wives. Calf, calves. Elf, elves.

Half, halves. Leaf, leaves. Loaf, loaves. Shelf,

#helves. Self, ſelves. Thidſ, thieves. Wolf, wolyes.

Staff, ſtaves. - -

Nouns that end in y, preceded by a conſonant, form

their plural by changing y into ief. As, holy, holies.

Body, bodies. A ſembly, aſſemblies. Lady, ladies,

Thoſe preceded by e, add f only to the plural ; as, non

sy, money; ; valley, vallieſ. -

Many nouns are the ſame in both numbers; as,

ſheep, deer. The indefinite article a, prefixed to a noun

of this kind, denotes, it is uſed in the ſingular number.

‘As, a ſheep; that is, one ſheep. * - .

... A few mounts, of Łatin derivation, form their plural

by changing uſ into i ; as, Magus, Magi. Radius, ra

dii. Genius, genii. Genius, meaning a man of diſ

tinguiſhed abilities, follows the general rule. As,

America has produced many great geniuſes.

Proper names, when uſed metaphorically, or em

phatically, admit the plural number. As, the univer

fity has many Mecenaſ. The Hampdent. The Hower.

- -
GENDER. -

There are three genders belonging to Engliſh nouns;

which are the maſculine, the feminine, and the neuter.

All nouns, expreſſing males, are of the maſculine.

gender ; as, ºau, boy, horſe.

All nouns, expreſſing females, are of the feminine.

gender; as, woman, girl, mare.

All nouns, expreſſing things without life, are of the

meuter gender. Likewiſe, nouns, that denote crea

...tures whoſe ſex is not known, or has not been deter

mined by the cuſtom of language, may be eſteemed

neuter. As, bird,fiſh, mole, fly, worm, art, ſºake, toad,

jrag, &c. - -- -
The
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The gender of many nouns is known, by their dif:
ferent termination. Óf ſuch are the following: :

Male. . ; Female. . . . Male º Female. . . .

Abbot; Abbeſs. . . . . | Adulterer, Adu'treſs.

aćtor, , ,, ačtreſs. .. chanter, is chantreſs.

count, ... counteſs. , , deacon, deaconeſs,

dočtor, , doćtreſs. ambaſſador, ambaſſadreſs.

baron, a baroneſs. eleētor, elečtreſs. ,

benefactor, benefactreſs. emperor, empreſs.

duke, dutcheſs. governor, governeſs. . .

heir, heireſs. Hero K heroeſs, or

hunter, huntréſs. .. * , ; heroine. ,

jew, ... . jeweſs. lion, ... lioneſs. ,

marquis, marchioneſs. mayor, mayoreſs. . .

patron, patroneſs. maſter, miſtreſs.

prior, prioreſs. prieſt, prieſteſs. -

poet, poeteſs. procurer, procureſs.

peer, . . . peereſs. prince, princeſs. .

ſhepherd, ſhepherdeſs. prophet, propheteſs. “

feamſter, feamſtreſs. ſongſter, ſongſtreſs.

ſorcerer, forcerefs. tutor, tutoreſs.

viſcount, viſcounteſs. diviner, divinereſs.

traitor, traitreſs. tyger, tygreſs. t

executor, executrix. teſtator, teſtatrix.

adminiſtrator, adminiſtratrix.

; : The ſex, or gender, of ſome nouns, is diſtinguiſhed

by the addition of another moun. : Such are the fol

lowing : Man ſervant, maid, ſervant. Men fingers,

women fingers. Cock ſparrow, hen ſparrow. And

ſome are known, by prefixing a pronoun; as, he goat,

ſhe goat. He aſs, ſhe aſs.

The gender of ſome other nouns is known by dif

ferent words. . . . . . . • * , -

Male. . . . . Female. Male. : Female.

Bachelor, , , Maid. Bridegroom, Bride. . .

brother, ſiſter. boy, girl.

buck, . " doe. boar, fow.

* , ; ; gander,
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wº

Male. . º female. , , , Maſe, . , so fºrmaſe,

gänder, "gooſe. "It drake, ' ' duck.
bull, º' cow. * cock, ” hen.

king, ºr queen. lad, - laſs.

Czar, czarina. , lord, lady."

landgrave, andgravine. man, ' ' " woman,

maſter, dame. * * * jumoor, " " moriſco,

tephew, niece.” ram, , , ewe,

dog, bitch. bullock, heifer.

fultan, fultana. father, nother.

ſon, daughter. uncle, - aunt.

friar, nun. milter, ſpawner.

horſe; finare. | widower, widow.

wizard, witch. ſtag, hind. '

- ſloven, fut. - - - - - -

Proper nouns; as, Thºmaſ, Pari: ; the names of

virtues; as, liberality; of vices; as, covetoſht; and ab

ſtraćt uouns; as, courage, cowardice, &c. and our natura!

paſſions; as, hunger, ióiſ, &c. have no plural number.

Nouns, that include a muniher of particulars;, as,

milk, butter, wax,brer, honey, &c. have no plural 'number.

Some nouns have no fingular number. Such are

the following : Compaſſes, aloes, annals, bewels, en

trails, vitals, ſnuffers, filings, breeches, criſons, feces,

pleiades, creſſes, aborigines, archives, ides, tidings,

goods, ſhears, hatches, trowſers, belles lettres, ſees, em

bers, amends, aſhes, nones, fetters, lºngs, thanks, ſham

bles, ſhingles," thatins, ſciſſors, clothes, thełaſſes, aſſets,

calends, veſpers, pincers, mallews, tongs, drégs, gath

ers, orders,f purples, &c."

And ſome nouns, having a plural ending, may be

coſinečted, in agreement, with verbs either in the fin

gular or plural number. As, bellews, alms, gallows,

vićtuals, news,riches, meaſles, phyſics, billiards,fives,&c.

When two ſubſtantives are united by a hyphen, the

former is uſed in the nature of an adjećtive ; as, ſea

fiſh, lime-water, apple-juice, onion-ſeed.

CASEs.

* A cºltaneous diſorder. # Epiſcepal Ordination.
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º & ests, “ . . . . ."

* * in Engliſh, thers are properly three caſes. The

nominative, the poſſeſſive, and objective. . . . . .
The nominative caſe, is generally placed before the

- . is called the agent; and expreſſes ſimply the

º: lace, or thing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

The poſſeſſive caſeº: and anſwers to:

the genitive, in Latin and Greek. It is formed by the

- additiºn of to the noun, ſeparated by an apoſtrophe,

in this manacr; Peter's cane. . . . . . . . . .

When... which the other be-,

longs, is expreſſed by more than one acun, the ſign of

the poſſeſſive caſe is annexed to the latter; as, the king;

ºf England's troops are brave. Two nouns are, ſome

times, uſed together, in the poſſeſſive caſe ; as, “Pe*,

fer’s wife's mother lay ſick of a fiver.” . . .

The objećtive caſe is uſually placed after the verb,

or prepoſition, by which it is governed. It is called.

the objective caſe; becauſe the action of the perſon,

or nominative, has a particular influence upon it. It is

the obječt on which the ačtion terminates : y º:
loves his books.” In this ſentence, the aëtionº §

terminates on the objećt, bookſ. . . . .

“When the noun ends in ef, or ſº, the poſſeſſive caſe

is formed by the addition of an apoſtrophe only ; as,

goodneſ' ſake, Emprºft' beauty, Aðille,' ſhield, eagles'

wings, -- * * * *

º, : * * * * * *- : * . . . . . * * , fi : * * * : .

. . . . . "A Noun beclinen. ". . . . . .

* . . . .S. º, plur. * * * * * Sing.’ * Plur. -->

ofm.# º . Kings, º c Abbeſs’ ... " Abbeſſes,

Pöfl. King's Kings’, Abbeſs” Abbeſſes'.

Obj. King Kings. - Abbes * : Ableks.

º, n = < *, * r * * * * *

* . P R o No U. N.
. . . . - - - -

* . . "
*

A pronoun is a wer. uſed. inſtead of a noun, to

which it refers; as, the lady whom he marriedº*
- - -----, - &#71440/6. ,
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amiable. Whcm, in this ſentence, is uſed inſtead of

lady. - - -

Honoun: Have perſon, gender, number, and caſe.

They have three caſes; the nominative, poſſeſſive,

and obječtive. * , , ,

* There are three perſonal pronouns; 1, the perſon

who ſpeaks; thou, the perſon to whom a ſpeech is di

rećted; and he, ſhe, it, the perſon ſpoken of... . . . . .

It is a term of the greateſt univerſality; and may be

applied to any being, or thing, in the univerſe. Of the

Divine Reing we ſay, it is the Lord who hath dome thir.

Of an infant we ſay, it crier. "We alſo ſay, it was you ;

4th, if it Was it the lady? Waſ it they What ſtone

is this I; it marble 2 " ' " " ' ". . . .

* It often repreſents the condition of perſons and

things; as, how if it with you ?, It is hot, that is, the

weather. - - -

: It is often uſed as a relative pronoun; as, he lºft Air

penknife and jack fºund it. º

... . . . Declension ºf PRONouns. *

-- ~ * ~ * . . . . . . . . ... * *

* Firſt Perſon. ... ; , Second Perſon.

Sing, Plur. - f. , Sing. .. Plur, .

Nom....I . . we ... Thou" ye or you.

Poff, mine ours. , , , , , thine. . . yours. ; ,

Obj, me. us. . . . . thee… . . yºu...yº
- Third.

*The pronoun thou is not uſed in familiar converſation and writ

ing. Inſtead of thou karnºff, we ſay you learn. Thou is ſometimes

uſed as expreſſive of the greateſt contempt ; as, thou ſimpleton. But

when applied to the Deity, it is ever expreſſive of the higheſt re

ſpeet: āś, 0 thºu ſupreme Gºd. In our adoration ºf Jehovah, we

ſhould ever make uſe of their. To apply yºu to our Maker would be

very irreverent and unbecoming. ºz º -º

The denomination of Chriſtians called Friends, make uſe of thou,

thine, ily, thee, in their epiſtolary writing and familiar converſation.

Theſe phraſes, thou learnºff, be wrought for itee, thy father, flis pen is

tline, are good Fngliſh. But ilcu love; art thee well ? thºſe are thine

burſes; will thee and P tice # a geed boy, are ungrammatical. And

as they do not anſwer any valuable purpoſe in religion, their omiſs

ſon would be of no damage,
-* --- - - -
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* thus declined :

Third Perſºn.

r SINGULAR. PLURAL.

Şſaſ. Fem. - Ncut. All genders.

Nom. He ſhe it. They.

Poſſ. his hers its. theirs.

Obj. him. her it. them.

The following pronouns, to expreſs number and

caſe, are thus declined : -

- SINGUI.A.R. PLURAL.

TNom. and Obj. One, Nom. and Obj. Ones.

Poſi. . . one's, Poſt. ones’.

- ſother,

‘Nom. and Obj, another, Nom.and Obj. } Or

- - U others.

Poſſ. another's, Poff. others’.

Nom. and Obj, this, Nom. and Obj, theſe.

Nom. and Obj. that, Nom. and Obj, thoſe.

- SINGULAR and PLURAL. -

Nom. Who. Poſſ. Whoſe. Obj. Whom.

Whoever, Whoſoever. Whomever,

Whoſoever. Whoſeſoever. Whomſoever,

Which. - Whoſe. Which.

Whatever. wanting. Whatever.

. Whatſoever. wanting. Whatſoever.

Whoſe, eſpecially in poetry, is often uſed as the

offeffive caſe of which. In proſe; as, the tree, which

i. cut down, whºſe bloſſoms flouriſhed, was mine.—

In poetry thus: º

—“Pure the joy, without alloy,

Włoſe very rapture is tranquillity.” You Nc. .

“The lights and ſhades, whºſe well accorded ſtrife

Gives alſ the ſtrength and colour of our life.” Pop E.

* Thou hill, whoſe brow the antique ſtructures grace.”

Pronouns, conne&ted with the ſubſtantive felf, are

SING. PLUR. º

Nom. Hisſelf. Theirſelves.

Obj. himſelf. themſelves.

Nom.and Obj. myſelf.

Nom,and Obj, ºf
N - , ,
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SING.' ‘PLUR.

Nom, andObj. ourſelf. ourſelves.

Nom.andObj, yourſelf. yourſelves.

Himſelf and themſelves are uſed, by a corruption of

language, in the nominative caſe, inſtead of hiſºf and

'theirſelves. As, he went himſelf; they came themſelver.

In theſe inſtances, himſelf andº cannot be in

the objećtive caſe. He hurt *† ; they dreſſed

themſelveſ, are proper expreſſions. In theſe inſtances,

the pronouns are in the objećtive caſe, and governed

by the verbs, hurt and dreſſed. -

Self, plural ſºlver, is a noun, importing the ſame as

perſon;” and when conneéted with a pronoun poſſeſ.

five, gives a peculiar emphaſis to an affirmation.

This combination is, ſometimes, uſed as a reciprocal

pronoun; as, paſſionate men injure themſelves.

There are ſix kinds of pronouns; namely, perſonal,

relative, demonſtrative, interrogative, definitive, and

adjećkiye. - .

Perſonal pronouns refer wholly to perſons, except

in figurative and poetical ſtyle. As, “the ſun with

hiſ cheering rays; the moon with her filver brightneſs.”

The uſe of relative pronouns, is to connečt thoughts

and femtences. They ever refer to ſome preceding

noun, or ſentence, which is called, on this accou ºr, the

antecedent. As, the General, who commands the ar

my, is an accompliſhed officer. In this ſentence, Gen

eral is the antecedent, who is the relative.

The perſonal pronouns are, often, uſed both as an

tecedents and relatives. As, “I, that ſpeak in righ

teouſneſs, am mighty to ſave.” He, who obeys not the

laws, is a bad man. She, who plays on the fpinnet, is

a beautiful young lady. In theſe ſentences, 1,. He, She,

are antecedents. The ſame pronouns are uſed as rela

tives. As, “ l’hoch walked with God, and he was not:

For God took him.” “And Elimelech, Naomi's huſ

band, died, and ſhe was left, and her two ſons.” * , ,

A poſſ.ffive pronoun, in the plural number, is often

a relative to two antecedents in the ſingular number ;

r **.* as,

see Biſhop Lowth, Mrs. Devis, Meſſrs. Harriſon, Uſher, Coote,

and Perry, -
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as, the king and queen of France were lately appre- -

hended, in their flight. The poſſeſſive pronoun their

is in the plural number, and refers to king and queen,

the two antecedents. - * --

Who, whoſe, whom is uſed in ſpeaking of perſons on

ly, and is either amaſculine, or feminine. Which is

applied to inanimate things, and is, conſequently, of

the neuter gender. - - *-

Who, which, and what, when they have reference to

an antecedent noun, are relatives; when they are uſed,

in aſking queſtions, they are interrogative pronouns.

What and that, and who, in poetry, often include both

the antecedent and relative. -

Demonſtrative pronouns are uſed to expreſs, with

more plainneſs, ſome particular perſon, or thing.

Thiſ refers to a perſon, or thing, the neareſt to us,

and that refers to a perſon, or thing, at the greateſt

diſtance. As, this houſe is mine; that is my brother’s.”

“When this, that, theſe, thoſe, refer to a preceding

ſentence ; this, or theſe, refers to the latter member, or

term ; that, or thoſe, to the former ; as,

“Self-love, the ſpring of motion, acts the ſoul;

Reaſºn'ſ comparing balance rules the whole :

Man, but for that, no ačtion could attend ;

And but for this, were a&tive to no end.”—Pop E.

Sºme place the bliſs in action, ſºme in eaſe :

7%/º call it pleaſure, and contentment theſe.”—Ibid.

Dr. Lowth's Gram. p. 1 oz.

Pronominal adjećtives, by ſome termed poſſeſſive pro

nouns, are words uſed to expreſs property, or poſſeſſion.

They are always connected with a noun expreſſed, or

underſtood. They are the following: My, thy, their,

our, your, ºwn. 'I heſe are joined to nouns, that are ex

prefled. When the noun is underſtood, they become,

mine, thirte, her’ſ, our', your's, and their's. As, this is my

pen ; that is thine. .. . . . . . . -

Mine and thind are uſed by poets, in licu of my and

thy : and ſometimes by proſe writers, when the noun,

to which they are united, begins with a vowel. As,

Thine eyes behold the things i. are right, T **

- 2 : O

• Charles Coote. ºf
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To mark poſſeſſion in a more emphatical manner, we.

ften join own to, poſſeſſive pronouns. As, he bought

the farm with his own money. Own is frequently uſ

ed to expreſs oppoſition. Ås, the king rode to St.

James's, in his own chariot.

This, that, other, ſºme, one, none, are often uſed as de

finitive pronouns. They are uſed to determine and

limit the figuification of the nouns, to which they refer. .

One, when confined to number, is an adjećtive; as,

“God hath made of one blood all nations of men.”

Whes uſed in its moſt unlimited fignification, it is a

pronoun; as, One is aftoniſhed at the vices of men.

When the pronoun other agrees with plural nouns,

other is uſed when the noun is expreſſed, and others when

it is underſtood. As, Deſpiſ not other, or, deſpiſ not.

other people. -

None is a negative pronoun. It means no one perſon,

or thing, of a collective number. As, “There is mone

that underſtandeth.” It ſeems moſt proper to confine

this pronoun to the ſingular number. “None of them

are varied to expreſs the gender, or caſe.” “None of

them have different endings for the numbers,” are

expreſſions, that may be made more grammatical thus:

None of them if varied to expreſs the gender, or caſe—

none of them has different endings for the numbers.

Each, every, and either are called diſtributive pro

nouns, becauſe they denote the perſons, or things, that

make-up a number, as taken individually.

Each includes all the individuals of a collečtive num

ber; as, each of the men eſcaped unhurt. He met ten beg
garſ, and gave each a crown. -

Every is never ſeparated from its noun, except in

legal proceedings. It may be uſed in conſtruction,

with a plural noun, implying a collečtive idea; as,

everyſeven yearſ. - - -

Either fignifies only one of two individual perſons, or

things; as, you may choºſ: either of theſe two apples.

Either is always oppoſed to neither; as, neither of theſe

two apples is agreeable to me. -two app g * Neither

... • Lowth's Introduction.
**

- * *
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“Neither imports not either; that is, not ºne, nor the

ether ; as, neither of my friends was there ; ſuffiances in

general are of neither ſex.” Cool E.

All nouns and pronouns whatever, except I, thou,

we, ye, or you, are, in grammatical conſtruction, of the

third perſon.

Ourſelf is peculiar to the royal ſtyle; as, “What

then remains 8 Ourſelf.” An expreſſion which Pope

ludicrouſly applies to the king of the dunces.

A D J E C T 1 v E.

The adjećtive is a word uſed to expreſs the qualities,”

or accidents, of perſons, actions, or things ; as, a good

ſcholar, a virtuous ačtion, a fine-pićture. Good, virtu

ous, and fine, are adjećtives conneéted with the nouns,

ſcholar, action and pićture ; and they are expreſſive of

their qualities. - -

To know whether a word is an adjećtive, add the

noun thing ; and if the expreſſion makes ſenſe, it is an

adjective. As, good thing. What is good * Thing.

Adjectives, in Engliſh, admit no variation on ac

count of gender, number and caſe. They have varia

tion in the degrees of compariſon only. . . -

The degrees of compariſon are two ; the comparative

and ſuperlative. Some grammarians make three de

rees of compariſon, That they are capable of being in

three ſtates, is evident 3, as, high, higher, higheſt. High

isthe poſitive ſtate,and exprefies the ſimple quality,with

out any addition, or dimumſtion. The other two ſtates

expreſs an advance ; as, higher, highºff, and may be call

ed the comparative ſtates, or degrees of compariſon.

The two degrees oftº. the comparative and

ſuperlative, are formed by the addition of r or er, and

Ji or gº, to the poſitive ſtate.
i- - Long

* By qualities is intended inherent qualities, in Čontradiſtinction

to affračí qualities, the names of which are nouns ; ſuch as, goodneſs,

fadnºſ, w ºk...inºſ, whitentſ, blacknºſ, . -

B 2.
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Foſi. Com. Superl.

Long longer longeſt. *

Broad - broader broadeſt.

Stout ſtouter ſtouteſt,

Wiſe wiſer wiſeſi.

When the poſitive ſtate ends in y, they is changed

into i, in the comparative and ſuperiative degrees.

Pofi. Com. Superl.

Dry drier drieſt.

Pretty prettier prettieſt.

Happy happier happieſt.

In general, adjećtives, conſiſting of more than one

iyllable, are compared by the help of more and mg/?.

Pofi. Com. Super!. a

Diligent more diligent moſt diligent.

Excellent more excellent moſt excellent.

Frugal more frugal moſt frugal. "

In Engliſh, as in many other languages, general prac

tice has prevailed over analogy, and has cauſed, that

ſome adjećtives are irregular in forming the degrees of

compariſon. And not only irregular, but they will

not admit the help of more and mºſt in the comparative

and ſuperlative degrees.

Superl.
Poſi. Com.

Near nearer neareſt, or next.

Much, many more moſt.

Little leſs heaſt. *

ad, ill, evil worſe worſt. *

ood better beſt. -

Far farther fartheft.

Fore former firſt.

Late later, or latter lateſt, or laſt.

Latter and loft have reference either to time, or

place; later and lateſ to time only.

Some adjećtives make their ſuperlative degree, by the

addition of mºſ; to the poſitive or comparative ſtate of

obſolete words. As, methermºff, uppermºſł, uttermoff.

Adjećtives
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Adjećtives of number are often changed into the na

ture of nouns, and as ſuch admit the plural number, or

they may have an article or an adjećtive before them.

As, a.million of ſoldiers. Many thouſands ºf pounds.

Numeral and ordinal adjećtives, as, one, two, &c.

firſt, ſecond, third, &c. and all adjećtives, whoſe mean

ing cannot be increaſed, do not admit the degrees of

compariſon. Such are eternal, infinite, everlaſting, im

mortal, extreme, perfeči, univerſal. .

V E R B,

A verb is a word, that expreſſes the acting, or being,

of a perſon, place, or thing,

Verbs are divided into two kinds only : The aëtive

verb, and the neuter verb.

A verb ačtive expreſſes an ačtion, that paſſes from

the actor and terminates on ſome objećt. As, I wrote

the letter ; they read their bookſ. , Here, the aëtions of

writing and reading paſs from the aëtors, I and they,

and terminate on the objećts, letter and books.

A verb neuter expreſſes ſimple being, or the manner

of being. As, 1 am, thou ſittºſí, he ſandr, we lie down,

je ſmile, they ſleep. -

Verbs ačtive are alſo called tranſitive : Becauſe the

aćtion terminates on the object, either expreſſed, or

underſtood. As, he reads a book ; here the objećt is ex

preſſed. He reads well. Here the objećt is under

ſtood, that is, he read words, or language, or bookſ well.
Neuter verbs are called intranſitive: Becauſe the ac

tion expreſſed, or the manner of exiſting, that is rep

reſented, does not paſs over to any objećt, but is whol

ly confined to the attor.

Some verbs are a&tive in the higheſt ſenſe of the

word ; as, he writes, he worketh. And others expreſs,

no #ion, that terminates on an objećt; as, I am, 1

a/161.
f Between verbs aćtive and neuter, there is a flow gra

dation from activity to inactivity. To define this gra- - -

dation and mark exačtly its ſeveral ſteps, is a very nice

- point. '
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point. In general, the ſenſe and conſtruction muſt

determine the degree of ačtivity, or ina&tivity, of verbs.

To run a race, to live a life, &c. have been confidered,

by Grammarians and 10ictionary, writers, as having a

neuter ſignification. It is evident, however, that to run,

implies §. higheſt kind cf ačtivity. To live, may im

ply a leſs degree of ačtion.”

Verbs not only imply action, or being, but they

have the fignification of number, perſon, mode, and time.

They have two numbers ; the ſingular and phural ;

as, I learn, we learn. -

The verb is alſo of the firſt, ſecond, or third perſºn,

according to the noun, or pronoun, which is the nom

inative, or agent. Thus, 1 learn, thou learneft, he learns.

“When it is governed by a noun, it is always in the

third perſon ; as, every man has ſome failings the paſ

ſions require rºſtraint.” -

- CHARLEs Coote.

To expreſs the different times, in which any thing is

repreſented as aéting, or being, we uſe the following

tenſes, or times : The preſent time, the imperfeół time, the

perfeół time, the pluperfect time, the fift future time, and

the ſecond future time. - - - -

The preſent time expreſſes an action as now doing;

as, I love, or am #oving.

The imperfºr time expreſſes an adtion, that paſſed

while ſome other action was doing ; as, I loved or was

loving, when he was here. ... .

The perfeół time exprefles an action, that is determin

ately paſt, or completely finiſhed; as, I have loved, or

have been loving, him, ever fince our firſt acquaintance.

The pluperfect time expreſſes an action, that paſſed

prior to ſomeother point of time ſpecified in the ſen

tence; as, I had loved, or had been loving, her.

The fift future time exprefies an action, that is to be

tranſacted hereafter ; as, I Aball love, or Iſhall be loving,

him tomorrow. -

- - The

. . * Agere vita” . ºvere vitam 5 currere curſºm, : ſomniare ſomnium :

the verbs in thºſe examples, take an objective caſe, as active verbs.
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The ſecond future time expreſſes an action, that will

be accompliſhed at a future period, or at a period when

another action, or event, not yet paſt, will be preſent ;

as I ſhall have learned my leſſon, before you return.

“We think, commonly, of no more than the three

diviſions of time, into the paſt, the preſent, and future;

and we might imagine, that if verbs had been ſo con

trived, as ſimply to expreſs theſe, no more was needed.

But language proceeds with much greater ſubtility. It

fplits time into its ſeveral moments. It conſiders time

as never ſtanding ſtill, but always flowing: Things paſt,

as more or leſs perfectly completed ; and things future,

as more or leſs remote, by different gradations. Hence

the great variety of tenſes.” BLAIR.

Mode is the manner of repreſenting ačtion, being, or

paſſion... - - - -

The modes are five in number: They are called the

infinitive, the indicative, the imperative, the potential, and

conjunélive. - - - -

The infinitive mode expreſſes aétion, or being, with

out any limitation; as, to love ; to learn ; to exiſt.

The indicative mode is the fimple affirmation, or

declaration, of an action; as, I love; I learn ; I exji.

The imperative mode commands a ſecond perſon to

do an action ; as, love thou ; learn thou ; go; come.

The potential mode expreſſes the liberty, power, or

obligation, of being, or doing an action. May, can, muff,

might, could,}. and would, are figns of the potential

mode. “This mode, or form of the verb, does not, I

think, in any caſe coincide with the indicative. It al

ways has ſome reſpect to the power, will, &c. of the

agent, by which, even when conditionality is out of the

queſtion, it is diſtinguiſhed from the merely declarative

form : The one declares the action done, or to be done,

without any further confideration; the other declares

not the action done, or to be done, but the ability, in

ability, &c. of the agent to perform that action, and is

therefore properly ſtyled the potential mode.” Dr. Asia.

- - Accordingly,
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Accordingly, the auxiliaries, that are expreſſive of S

flower, liberty, and obligation, ever put the verbs, with:

which they are united, in the potential mode. As, I

can write ; I may learn ; , I muſt work, I might read, &c.

An action that is doubtful, or conditional, is expreſſ

ed in the conjunctive mode. The verb is preceded by

a conjunction expreſſing doubt, or conditionality. As,

if he write ; if thou learn. -

... It is called the conjunétive mode: Becauſe the verb:

is preceded by a conjunction, expreſſed or underſtood.

And although verbs, in this mode, nearly reſemble,

in their endings, thoſe verbs that are found in the indic

ative mode, yet there is ſome difference; and this dif

ference is eſtabliſhed by the praśtice of the politeſt ſpeak

ers and writers,howeveritmay be diſregarded byothers."

There are three participles; the preſent, the perfect,

and paſſed. -

The preſent participle repreſents the continuance of

aćtion; as, loving, learning.

The perfeół participle repreſents an ačtion, that is

completely finiſhed ; as, loved, learned. w

The paſſed participle denotes an ačtion, that was

completed in time that lately paſſed; as, having learned

his leſſon, he walked abroad for exerciſe.

The Engliſh language, in forming the modes and

times, admits a number of auxiliaries, or helping verbs,

They are theſe: Could, ſºuld, would, may, muff, f might,.

ean, will ſhall, do, be, and have. -

. Po, be, and have, are often uſed as principal verbs;

as, lam, he does his duty, I have a pen.

The CoNJucATIon of the HELPING VERBs.

Preſent Time.

Sing. I may, thou mayeff, he may.

Plur. We may, you may, they may.

- Pºff
* Dr. Lowth, Aſh, Prieſtly, Blair; Meſſrs. Perry, Coote, Uſher,

Rarriſon, Curtis, Bingham, and Mrs. Devis agree in maintaining the

uſe of the conjunctive mode,

t Mºft has no variation in number, perſon, time, or mode.

*.
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-- Paſt Time, ****

Sing. I might, thou mighteſt, he might.

‘Plur. We might, you might, they might.

I ſhould, thou ſhouldeſt, he ſhould.

We ſhould, you ſhould, they ſhould. .

Sing. I would, thou wouldeſt, he would. -

Plur. We would, you would, they would.

Future Time.

Sing. I ſhall, thou ſhalt, he ſhall.

Plur. We ſhall, you ſhall, they ſhall.

I will, " thou wilt, he will.

We will, you will, they will.

Preſent Time. • * ,

Sing. I have, thou haſt, he has.

Plur. We have, you have, they have.

- I can, thou canft, he can.

We can, you can, they can.

‘I do, thou doſt, he does.

We do, you do, they do.

I am, thou art, he is.

We are, you are, they are.

Paſt Time. -

Sing. I had, thou hadſt, he had. . -

‘Plur. We had, you had, they had. . .

*I could, thou couldſt, he could.

We could, you could, they could.

I did, thou didſt, he did.

We did, you did, they did.

I was, thou waſt, he was.

We were, you were, they were.

Participles.

Preſent. Having. Doing.

Perfeót. Had. Dome.

Paſſed. Having had. Having done.

The verb to be, as a principal verb, in combination

with the helping verbs, is declined in the following
ſmanner: - s

INFINITIVE

'•
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INFINITive MoDé. PARTICIPLEs. .

†Preſent. To be. . Being, perf. Been.

Paſt. To have been. Paſſ. p. Having been.

- - INDICATIVE More..

Preſent Time.

Sing. . I am, thou art, he is.

Plur. We are, you are, they are.

This form is ſometimeſ uſed.

Sing. I be, thou beeſt, he is.

Plur. We be, you be, they be.

Imperfä Time. -

Sing. I was, , thou waſt, he was.

Plur. We were, you were, they were.

Perfºr Time.

Sing. I have been, thou haſt been, he has been.

Plur. . We have been, you have been, they have been.

Pluperfºr Time. -

Sing. I had been, thou hadſt been, he had been.

Plur. We had been, you had been, they had been.

- Firſt Future.

Sing. I ſhall be, thou ſhaft be, the ſhall be.

‘Plur. We ſhall be, you ſhall be, they ſhall be.

- . Second Future.

Sing. I ſhall have been, thou ſhalt have been, he

ſhall have been. Plur. We ſhall have been, you ſhall

have been, they ſhall have been. -

The helping verb, will, is joined to the future times

of this mode. -

IMPERATIve Mode.

Sing. Be, be thou, or do thou be.

Plur. Be, be you, or do you be.

PorentIAL Mode.

Preſent Time.

Sing. I can be, thou canſt be, he can be.

Plur. We can be, you can be, they can be.

Imperfect
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... " Imperfºr Tintº . . .

Sing. I could be, thou couldſt be, he could be.

Plur. We could be, you could be, they could be.

Perft& Time.

sing. I could have been, thou couldeſt have been, he

could have been. Plur. We could have been, you

could have been, they could have been. - .

May, muff, might, would, and ſhould, combined with
the verb, to be, and its variations, are alſo uſed in this

mode. A ſmall degree of praćtice will ſhew how they

are combined and declined.

CoNJUNCTive Mone.

- - Preſent Time. -

Sing. If I be, if thou be, if he bê."

Plur. If we be, if you be, , if they be.

. . . Imperfä Time. ... "

Sing. If I were, if thou wert, if he were.

Plur. If we were, if you were, if they were,

. . . . . Perfei Time.

Sing. If I have been, if thou have been, if he havé.

been. Plur. If we have been, if you have been, if they

have been. . . . ‘. . . . .

Pluperſ: Time. -

Sing. If I had been, if thou had been, if he had been.

Plur. If we had been, if you had been, if they had been.

Firſt Future.

sing. If I ſhall be, if thou ſhall be, if he ſhall be.

Plur. If we ſhall be, if you ſhall be, if they ſhall be.

Second Future. -

Sing. If I ſhall have been, if thou ſhall have been, if

he ſhall have been. Plur. If we ſhall have been, if

you ſhall have been, if they ſhall have been.

The other helping verbs, when united with the verb,

to be, and preceded by a dou's ful, or conditional, con

jugation, are alſo uſed in this mode. It often happens,

that the conjunétion is underſtood, and then the verb.

‘. . . C - - - is
*



is uſed in the followhig manner; Were 1, wert tha,

avere he. Had Ibeen, had thou been, had he been, &c.

But the conjunétion is moſt commonly expreſſed.

Conjugation of the verb, to have, as a principal verb,

in combination with the helping verbs, through the

different modes and times.

INFINITIve MoDE. PART1ciples.

Preſ. To have. Having. Had.

Paſ. To have had. Paſ per. Having had,

INDICATIVE Mone.

Preſent Time.

Sing. I have, thou haſt, he has.

Plur. We have, you have, they have,

Imperfe&#3 ime.

Sing. I had, thou hadſt, he had.

Plur. We had, you had, they had. .

- Perfä Time. -

Sing, I have had, , thou haſt had, he has had.

Plur. We have had, you have had, they have had,

- - Pluperfºr Time. -

Sing. I had had, thou hadſt had, he had had.

Plur. We had had, you had had, they had had.

- Fift. Future. -

Sing. I ſhall have, thou ſhalt have, he ſhall have.

Pºur. We ſhall have, you ſhall have, they ſhall have,

- Second Future. -

Sing. I ſhall have had, thou ſhalt have had, he ſhall

have had. , Plur. We ſhall have had, you ſhall have

had, they ſhall have had.

Firſt Future. Sing. I will have, &c.

Second Future. Sing. I will have had, &c.

- lxFFRATIVE MODE. . .

Sing. Have, have thou, or do thou have,

Plur. Haye, have you, or do you have:

PoreNTIAI, Miope.

Preſent Time. -

Sing. I can have, thou canſt have, he can have. . .

Piur. We can have, you can have, they can haye.

- - - - Impºſed
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- - - imperfeó Time.

Sing. I could have, thoucouldſthave, he could have.

lur. We couldhave, you could have, they could have.

- Perfºr Time.

Sing. I could have had, thou couldſt have had, he

eeuld have had. Plur. We could have had, you could

have had, they could have had. * * *

CoNJUNctive Mose.

- Preſent Time. -

Sing. If I have, if thou have, if he have.

Plur. If we have, if you have, if they have.

Imperfºr Time.

Sing. If I had, if thou had, if he had.

. . Plur. If we had, if you had, if they had.

a . . . Perfºr Time. . -

h Sing. If I have had, if thou have had, if he have had.

Plur. If we have had, if you have had, if they havehad.

--- Pluperfºr Time. - -

Sing. If I had had, if thou had had, if he had had.

Plur. If we had had, if you had had, if they had had.

- - Firſt Future, -

Sing. If I ſhall have, if thou ſhall have, if he ſhall

have. Plur. If we ſhall have, if you ſhall have, if

they ſhall have. **

. . . . . . Second Future.

Sing. If I ſhall have had, if thou ſhall have had, if

he ſhall have had. Plur. If we ſhall have had, if you

ſhall have had, if they ſhall have had. **

The other helping verbs are occaſionally uſed in

combination with the potential and conjunétive modes :

of to have. The young learner will find advantage, by

forming, on paper, theſe ſeveral combinations. , ,

&
. . . -

-

*
-

Conjugation of a Regular Verb.

INFINITIve MoDE. - PARTICIPLEs.

Preſent. To learn, Learning. Paſſ, learned.

Paſt. To have learned. Paſſ, per having learned.

. INDICATIVE



INRICATIVE MoDE.

- Preſent ſime. -

Sing. I learn, thou learneſt, he learns."

Plur. We learn, you learn, they learn.

The helping verb, do. -

Sing. I do learn, thou doſt learn, he does learn.

Piur. We do learn, you do learn, they do learn.

w Imperftā Time. . . "

Sing. I learned, thou learnedſt, he learned.

Plur. We learned, you learned, they learned.

The helping verb, did. ,

Sing. I did learn, thºu didſt learn, he did learn.

Plur. We did learn, you did learn, they did learn.

Perfeff Time. . . - -

Sing. I have learned, thou haſt learned, he has learn

ed. Piur. We have learned, you have learned, they

have learned. - -

. Płuperfºr Time. . .

Sing. I had learned, thou hadſt learned, he had

learned. Plur. We had learned, you had learned, they

had learãed. -

Firſt Future.

Sing. I ſhall learn, thou ſhalt learn, he ſhall learn.

Pluſ. We ſhall learn, you ſhall learn, they ſhall learn.

Second Future. . . * * -

Sing. I ſhall have learned, thou ſhalt have learned,

he ſhall have learned. Plur. We ſhall have learned,

you ſhall have learned, they ſhall have learned. -

The helping verb, will, in combination with a pºſſ

cipal verb, puts the latter in the future times. Will,
in the fift perſons fingular and plural, promiſes and

threatens; in the ſecond and third perſons, it fimply

foretels an event. Shall, in the firſt perſon, foretels;

in the ſecond and third perſons, it commands, promiſes,

and threatens, -

IMPERATIve

* When a verb is uſed in the ſolemn ſtyle, the ending of the third

per.* Preſ, time, is evº, in ºth. As, learneth, lºvetº, workik,

*a*::b.

*-



IMPERATIve Mope.

Sing. Learn, learn thou, or do thou learn.

Plur. Learn, learn you, or do you learn.

Potential MoDE.

Preſent Time.

Sing. I can learn, thou canſt learn, he can learn.

Plur. We can learn, you can learn, they can learn.

Imperfe& Timie. -

Sing. I could learn, thou couldeſt learn, he could learn.

Plur. We couldlearn, you could learn, they could learn.

Perfest Time.

N. B. This time is wanting in the potential mode ºf mºſt
verbs. . . . .”

Pluperfºr Time.

Sing, I could have learned, thou couldſ have learn

ed, he could have learned. Plur. We could have .

learned, you could have learned, they could have learn

ed. -

A verb, in this mode, has no diſtinét ending for the

future time... An adverb, joined to the preſent time of

this mode, qualifies the verb, and denotes the ačtion to

be future. As, I can learn hereafter. -

CoNJUNcrive MoDs,

Preſent Time.

Sing. If I learn, if thou learn, if he learn.

Plur. If we learn, if you learn, if they learn,

. .
Imperfeół. Time.

Sing. If I learned, if thou learned, if he learned,

Plur. If we learned, if you learned, if they learned,

Perfe: Time. “,

Sing. If I have learned, if thou have learned, if he

have learned. Plur. If we have learned, if you have

learned, if they have learned.

-

Pluperfºr Time.

Sing. If I had learned, if thou had learned, if he

had learned. Plur. If we had learned, if you had learns.

td, if they had learned. -

-
C 4 Firſ?
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Firſt Future.

Sing. If I ſhall learn, if thou ſhall learn, if he ſhalf

learn. Plur. If we ſhall learn, if you ſhall learn, if

they ſhall learn.

Secºnd Future.

Sing. If I ſhall have learned, if thouſhall havelearned,

if he ſhall have learned. Plur. If we ſhall have learn

ed, if you ſhall have learned, if they ſhall have learned.

To ſet down all the forms that are made, by the u

nion of the different helping verbs, to a principal verb,

would only perplex the learner. The inſtructor can

eaſily teach him the various combinations.

The preceding is called the indefinite conjugation.

The definite conjugation is formed by joining the preſ

ent participle of an active or neuter verb to the helping

verb, to be. As, to be loving ; to be learning ; to be walk

2%g. ...
-

it is called the defitetime, becauſe it marks the time

more determinately than the other combination. For

example, I am§ is moreexpreſſive of the preſent

performance of the action, than I learn.

The definite and indefinite conjugations are men

tioned by the beſt Grammarians to be a diviſion into

which the Engliſh verbs naturally fall. The following

may ſerve as an abridgment of the defittite conjugation.

INDICATIvE Mode.

Preſent time. I am learning, &c.

Imperfeót time. I was learning, &c.

Perfeót time. I have been learning, &c., ,

Pluperfeót time. I had been learning, &c.

Firſt Future. I ſhall be learning, &c.

Second Future. I ſhall have been learning, &c.

IMPERATIve McDE.

Sing. Be thou learning, &c. Plur. Be you, &c.

PorenTIAL MoDE.

Preſent time. I can be learning, &c.

lmP. time. I could be learning, &c. . . .

- Per.,

* -
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Per. time. N. B. Wanting.

Pluper, time. I could have been learning, &c.

CoNJUNctive MoDE.

Preſ. time. If I be learning, &c.

Imp. time. If I were learning, &c.

Per. time. If I have been learning, &c.

Pluper. time. If I had been learning, &c.

Firſt Future. If I ſhall be learning, &c. -

Second Future. If I ſhall have been learning, &c.,

INFINITIVE MoDE. PARFIcIPLEs.

Preſ, time. To be learning.

- . T Been learning,
Per p. To have been learning.}}.ºming,

Conjugation of ſome irregular Verbs.

INFINITIVE Mode, PARTICIPLEs.

Preſ, time. To write., Writing. Writtens

Per. p. To have written, Having written.

s -
INP1cArive Mope. -

* . Preſent Time.
Sing. I write, thou writeſt, he writes.

Plur. We write, you write, they write.

Helping verb, do.

Sing. I do write, thou doſt, write, he does write,

Plur. We do write, you do write, they do write.

-
Imperfect Time.

Sing. I wrote, thout wroteſt, he wrote.

Plur. We wrote, you wrote, they wrote.

Helping verb, did.

Sing, I did write, thou didſt write, he did write.

Piur. We did write, you did write, they did write.

- - - Perfºr Time.

Sing. I have written, thou haſt written, he has writ

tem. Plur. We have written, you have written, they
have written, - . - -: -

Pluperfºr Time. , -

Sing. I had written, thou hadſt written, he had writ:-

ten. Plur. We had written, you had written, they had,
written. - - *

- - Firſ?. . . * * -

--- - -
-

- -
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Firſt Future.

Sing. I ſhall write, thou ſhalt write, he ſhall write. . .

Plur. We ſhall write, you ſhall write, they ſhall write.

. Second Future.

Sing. I ſhall have written, thou ſhalt have written,

he ſhall have written. Plur. We ſhall have written,

you ſhall have written, they ſhall have written.

The helping verb, will, is uſed, in forming theſe

two laſt times. -

-- IMPERATIVE Mope.

Sing. Write, write thou, or do thou write.

Plur. Write, write you, or do you write.

PoTENTIAL MoDE.

Preſent Time.

Sing. I can write, thou camſt write, he can write.

Plur. We can write, you can write, they can write.

Imperfºr Time. - -

Sing. I could write, thou couldeſt write, he could

write. Plur. We could write, you could write, they

could write. - -

Perfºr Time—is wanting,

Pluperfeči Time.

Sing. I could have written, thou couldeſt have writ

ten, he could have written. Plur. we could have writ

ten, you could have written, they could have written.

CoNJUNCTive MoDB.,

Preſent Time, º:

Sing. If I write, if thou write, if he write.

Plur. If we write, if you write, if they write,

- Helping verb, de... -

Sing. If I do write, if thou do write, if he do write.

Plur. If we do write, if you do write, if they do write,

. . . . . . . Imperfä Time.

Sing. If I wrote, if thou wrote, if he wrote,

Plur. If we wrote, if you wrote, if they wrote,

Helping verb, did. -

Sing. If I did write, if thou did write, if he did write,

Plur. If we did write, if you did write, if they did write.

- Perfº
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Perfä Time.

Sing. If I have written, if thou have written, if he

have written. Plur. If we have written, if you have

written, if they have written.

Pluperfºr Time.

Sing. If I had written, if thou had written, if he

had written. Plur. If we had written, if you had writ

ten, if they had written, - -

*

- Firſt Future, ...

Sing, if I ſhall write, if thou ſhall write, if he ſhall

write. Plur. If we ſhall write, if you ſhall write, if

they ſhall write. - - - -

.

- * .

Second Future. . -

Sing. If I ſhall have written, if thou ſhall have writ

ten, if he ſhall have written. Plur. If we ſhalls have

written, if you ſhall have written, if they ſhall; have
written. - --- - -

The helping verbſ are united to the irregular verbs, in

all their modes and times. A little attention and prac

tice wiłł inſtruct the learner how theſe combinations

are formed. - * . . "

Conjugation of ſome other irregular Verbs, in thoſe

modes and times only, in which they are not united .

with the helping verbſ. -

INFINITIve MoDE. PARTHCIPLEs.

Preſent. To go. Going. Paſt, gone.

Indicative Mode.

Preſent Time. º -

Sing. I go, thou goeft, he goes. . . .
Plur. W. go, you go, 2 they go. --

Imperfeół Time,

Sing. I went, thou wenteſt, he went.

Plur. We went, you went, they went.

* *

IMPERATIVE
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fMPERATIve Mope.

Sing. Go, go thou.

Plur. Go, go you."

CoNJUNctive MoDE.

Fº Time. ..

Sing. If I go, if thou go, if he go.

Plur. If we go, if you go, if they go."

- Imperfä Time, ... "

Sing. Nº I went, if thou went, if he went.

Plur. If we went, if you went, if they went.

INFINITIvr Mope. PART1ciples.

Preſent. To kt. Letting. Paſt, let.

Inticative Mope. . . .

- - Preſent Time. -

Sing. I ſet, thou letteſt, he lets.

Plur. We'let, you let, they let.

IMPERative Mode.

Sing. Let, let thou.

- Pluſ. Let, let you.

*- CoNJUNCTive Mope.

Sing. If I let, if thou let, if he let.

Plur. If we let, if you let, if they let:

Dare, ſignifying to venture, is declined in the follow

ing manner. -

INFINITIVE Mode. PARTICIPLE.

Preſent. To dare. Daring.

INDIcATIVE MODE.

Preſent Time.

Sing. I dare, thou dareſt, he dares.

Plur. We dare, you dare, they dare.

Imperfºr Time.

Sing. I durſt, thou durſt, he durſt.

Plur. We durſt, you durſt, they durſt.

IMPERATIVE MoDE.

Sing. Dare, dare thou. . .

Plur. Dare, dare you. -

CoNJUNCTIVE
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Conjunctive MoDE.

- - Preſent Time.

Sing. If I dare, if thou dare, if he dare,

Plur. If we dare, if you dare, if they dare,

. . . . Imperfä Time. -

ºf ºing. If I durſt, if thou durſt, if he durſt.

lur. If we durſt, if you durſt, if they durſt.

D; fignifying toprovoke, &c. is a regular verb, and

declined in all its modes and times, like the verb, tº
dearm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . - * *

Ought;fignifying duty, or obligation, is properly an irº

regular #. verb. When ought is followed by a

verb, in the preſent time of the infinitive mode, it ex

preſſes preſent time. As, they ought to conduá better.

But when followed by a verb in the paſt time of the

infinitive mode, it is expreſſive of antecedent, or paſt,

obligation. As, They ought to have conduffed better. This

verb is ever followed by another verb, in the infinitive

mode, either expreſſed or underſtood. This verb has

been confidered as the paſt time of the verb, to owe,

and was formerly uſed in the ſenſe, in which we now

make uſe of owed. As, “Every one ought him as
faithful ſervice as they.”* The left writers now uſe

the verb to owe, as a regular verb, and ought as irregular,

The latter is thus declined,

INDICATIve MoDE.

Preſent Time. *

Sing. I ought, thou oughteſt, he ought.

Plur. We ought, you ought, they ought.

“The verb, ought, is only uſed in the indicative.”
* - , , DR. Ash,

INDICATIVE MODE. -

- - Preſent Time. . . .

. . Sing, I wot—he wotteth. Pjur. Wot ye *

they wet. Paſt time thus : I wiſt—he wiſt—wiſt ye *
*; wift. 's .

The defe&ive verb, quoth, has enly the firſt and third

perſons, in the preſent time, indicative mode. #
tº - - - tºoth

* Sir Thomas More, quota

* .
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uoth I, quoth he. The nominative ever follows this verb.

#... methought, are Saxon defeative verbs.

- Bishop Lowrh.

The verb, to will, ſignifying willingneſs, or diſpoſi

tion, of the mind, is a regular verb. As, I will, t

willºft, he wills, or villeth, I willed, thou willed? -

I have willed, &c. I had willed, &c. I ſhall will;&c.

J ſhall have willed, &c. -

That the verb, let, is not a ſign of the imperati

is very plain from its conjugation. It is of itſelf a

principal verb; and, when immediately follêwed by

another verb, it expreſſes the idea of permitting, or

ſuffering, an ačtion to be done. The verb flºº.,3
let, is ever in the infinitive mode, the prepoſition to be

ing underſtood. As, let him write ; that is, permit him.

to write. Let him go ; i.e. ſuffer him to go. . . *

In making three perſons in the imperative mode,

Grammarians have committed an error. For theſe

expreſſions, let me learn, let him learn, let us learn, let

them learn, are evidently addreſſes made to a ſecond per

ſon. - * -

Let, as obſerved, has the ſignification of permit, or

ſºffer. Permit me to learn, ſuffer him to learn. We do

not command, or exhort, ourſelves. Let me learn, is

not a command given to myſelf, but to a ſecond perſon.

As, let thou me, that is,ſuffer thou me to learn. And, when

we addreſs commands to a third perſon, we ever uſe the

inſtrumentality of a ſecond perſon. When we ſay, ſet

them learn, the meaning evidently is, ſuffer thou them to

learn. And when we ſay, let us learn, we mean ſuffer
thou, or ſºfter you, ur to learn, - i

To add a particular emphaſis to an affirmation, we

uſe the auxiliaries do and did. I do learn. “Here I

am, for thou did? call me.” They are alſo uſed in

negative and interrogative ſentences. As, I do not .

hate him. Do you hate him 2 To prevent the repe

tition of one or more verbs, in the ſame, or following

ſentence, we frequently make uſe of d and did. As,

jack

: mode {

*

: --

... • *-
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ack learns the Engliſh language at f/? aſ Harry does ;

3. is, as fift.#º “The imperative of do

is frequently uſed in phraſes implying a prohibition ;

as, do not ſtrike him ; do not be idle.”

CHARLES Coore.

Hath is uſed in the ſerious and ſolemn ſtyle, and har

in the familiar and polite ſtyle. AHo dº is uſed in the

ſerious and ſolemn ſtyle; dºes is peculiar to the familiar

ſtyle. -

*hen a queſtion is aſked, ſhall and will change their

ſignification. We ſhall love; they will love, expreſs

event only. But ſhall he love 2 refers to the will of a

zlother perſon. And will you love * denotes intention.

May denotes liberty ; as, I may do as I pleaſe with

my own. Permiſſion ; as, they may play if they pleaſe.

A defire, or wiſh, may you have a happyjourney; may I

shave health. Poſſibility of an event, it may happen well;

it may prove bad. - . . . . . * ,

Cân expreſſes the power, or ability, of an agent; as,

...he can write well. -

Could andº; being the hypothetical form of can

and may, have a fimilar meaning, but they ſuppoſe the

intervention of ſome hindrance, or impediment, that

obſtrućts the doing of an aétionſ . As, he is a promiſing

youth, and might make a goodſholar, if his father wouldgive him opportunity. He could come if he pleaſed. r

* Should often refers to antecedent time; as, if he had

\been there, I ſhould have known it. And, it is often ex

preſſive of future time; as, I ſhould be pleaſed if you

would do it. Should it happen according to my wiſh, I will

inform you. - -

When a helping verb is joined to a principal verb,

the latter is never varied; as, I can learn, thou canſ; learn,

he can learn. *

The helping verbs are never conneéted with the paſt

time of the irregular verbs, that are arranged in the

third ſubſequent claſs. I have written, I haveſpoken,

thou haſ given ; he haſ fillen, are grammatical phraſes,

But, I have wrote: Iº ſpoke; thou haft gave, he haſ

#y

z’
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fºll, are barbarous indeed. As barbarous, however, as

they are, the beſt of writers and ſpeakers very often fall

into the miſtake of connecting the helping verb to have,

with the perfect time of the principal verb. This is a

real miſtake! And to avoid miſtakes of this kind, the

ſcholar ſhould be direéted to commit to memory the

ſubjoined catalogue of irregular verbs. -

Thoſe verbs, that make the imperfeót time and par

ticiple in ed, are eſteemed regular. All that deviate

from this rule, are eſteemed irregular. ****

The Engliſh language contains many irregular verbs.

Some of them have the preſent time, the pºſt time, and

the participle alike. Some are alike only in the pºſt time

and participle. And others vary in the preſent, paft, and .

participle. , - - -

FIRST CLASS or IRREGULAR VERBs.
Preſent. Imperfºſi, Participle.

§ - - º beſet

bet bet - bet

bewet - bewet bewet

bit bit - bit

blurt blurt blurt

burſt burſt burſt

caſt . caſt caſt

chat chat , chat

coſt coſt coſt

Cut cut €ut

diſpread diſpread diſpread

enrapt enrapt enrapt

forecaſt forecaſt º, forecaſt

hit . hit . hit --

knit knit ~ : knit - - - -

hurt hurt hurt

let let - let

put put . . . put

#. - read read

rent rent rent

rid - - rid . . rid

ſet ſet. ſet . . .

- -- - - ſhed



Prer, Part,Imperſ.
ſhed

ſhred

ſhut

ſlit

ſplit

fpread

thruſt

wet

Íhed

Íhred

Íhut

ilit

ſplit

ſpread

thruſt

wet

ſhed

ſhred

ſhut

ſlit

ſplit

ſpread

thruſt

Wet

SECOND CLASS of IRREGULAR VERBS.

Im. Part.

abode

bent .

beſought

beſtuck

bethought

bled

bred

brought

bought

caught

durit

dealt

| Preſ.
loſe

make

ranean

meet

pay

pen

rend

ſay

: ſeek

ſend

fell

ſhoot ...,

ſleep

ſmell

fpeed

ſpell

ſpendº
ſtand

ſtick.

ſweat

Im. Part.

Ioſt

made

Inearlt

met

paid ,

pent

rent * *

faid

ſought

fent

ſold

ſhot

ſlept º

ſmelt

ſped º,

ſpelt

ſpent

itood

ftuck

ſwet

fwept

taught

told

thought

unbent

wound

wed

wept

won

Preſ,

Abide

bend

beſeech'

beſtick

bethink

bleed

i.rin

tº:
catch

dare

deal

feed

feel

fight

§

flee

fling

forelay

foreſay

foreſpend

rind

Faye

hear

inlay

keep

lay.

lead

leave,

lend

fed *

felt * .

fought

found

fled

flung

forelaid

foreſaid

foreſpent

ground .

had

heard

inlaid

kept

laid

led

left

lenit

tell

unbend

wind

weed

weep

win

think º º

f

To
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To this claſs may be added the following verbs,

which, in the paſt time and participle, are often regular,

and often irregular. . . - -

tº

* Pronounced bet.

Prer. Imperf. * Part.

Abſorb abſorbed abſorbed

abſorpt abſorpt

awake awaked awaked

awoke , -

bedrop bedropped bedropped

- bedrop! bedropt

bereave bereaved bereaved

- bereft bereft

build builded builded

- built built

burn burned burned

burnt burnt

clothe clothed clothed

clad , , , clad

dig digged digged; - ;g

dream dreamed dreamed

dreamt dreamt

dwell dwelled ` dwelled

dwelt dwelt

creep creeped creeped

crope or, crept crept

fetch fetched fetched

fetcht or fet fetcht

freight freighted freighted

fraught

geld gelded gelded

- gelt - gelt

gild gilded gilded

gilt gilt

gird girded girded

girt #.
hang hanged hanged

- hung hung

heat heated heated

heat” heat”

heave



Pref. Part.Imperf.
heave

help

hew

leap

liſt

light

quit

ſmell.

ſtrew. -

toſs

wake

whip.

work:

heaved

hove.

helped

-

hewed .

leaped

leapt

lifted

lift

lighted

light*

quitted.

quit

ſmelked

ſmelt

ſtrewed

ſtrew

toſſed.

waked.

woke

whipped.

whipt

worked.

wrought

The following are regular in the paſt time, and iſ

regular in the participle,
-

Prer.

Bake: .

fold

grave

ladse

load

melt

mow

ſhape

ſhave

- Imperf.

§
folded,

graved

laded

loaded

melted

mowed:

ſhaped,

* ſhaved

* Pronounced lit.

... , D 2.

heaved

hoven

helped

holpen

hewed

hewn

leaped

leapt

fifted

lift

lighted

light*

quitted

quit

ſmelled

fimelt.

ſtrewed

toſſed

toſt

waked

whipped

whipt

worked

wrought

- ---

Part. . . .
baked or baken

folded or folden

graved or graved
laden

loaded or loaden

melted or molter
mowed or mown

ſhaped or ſhapen

ſhaved or ſhaven

ſaw
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Preſ. Imperf. Part. -

faw faved ſawed or ſawn .

ihear . . ſheared - fheared or ſhorn

ihew ſhewed ſhewed or ſhewn

{how - {howed ſhowed or ſhown

ſow ſowed ſowed or ſown

iwell ſwelled ſwelled or ſwoln

itrow {trowed ſtrowed or ſtrown

waſh waſhed - waſhed or waſhen

Wax waxed waxed or waxen

wreathe wreathed - wreathedor wreathen

writhe ~ writhed . . writhed or writhen

Some verbs of Saxon original, have dropped the ter

mination in en, of which the conſequence is, that the

participle of the paſt time is ſimilar to one form of the

paſt time of the verb. The following verbs come un

der this remark. - -

Prer. Imperf. Part.

Cling clang or clung clung

Tin rang: Or run Tun

. º#.#. - #.
'ſhrink ſhrank or ſhrunk {hrunk

flin º {lang or ſlung ilung , ,

ftin ſtank or ſtunk º;

#pin ſpan or ſpun ſpun

ſpring ſprang or ſprung ſprung

ºftang or ſtung ſtung

ſtrang or ſtrung ºſtrung
- ſwam or ſwum º

ſwing a ſwang or ſwung ſwung

wring . . . wrang or wrungº wrung

THIRD C#,ASS of IRREGł3LAR VERBS,

Pres. . .” Imperf. P. Part,

Am was - been

ariſe, ºaroſe . ariſen

backbite backbit backbitten .

backflide backſlid backſlidden *

bear bare or bore: born or borne

beat beat - beaten

become became become

befal befel ... befallen beget



Pres.
Part.Imperf.

w

beget

begin

behold

beſpeak

beſpit

beſiride
betook

bid

bind

bite

blow

break

chide

ehooſe.

cleave

begat or begot
began

beheld

beſpake

beſpoke

beſpat

beſtrode

betake

bade

bound

bit

blew

brake or broke

chode or chid.

choſe

clave

clove

CTCW,

died.

did

£rOW

die

do

drink.

drive

eat

fall,

forbear

forbid. '

forego.

foreknow

forerun

foreſee

foreſhow.

forget

forſake

forſwear

freeze,

fiew:

Adrank,

drove or dragé

fell.

forbare:

forbore.

forbade

forewent:

foreknew.

foreran

foreſaw.

foreſhew

forgot:

forſook.

forſware :

froze

* * *

- sº

begotten

begun

beheld

beholden

beſpoken .

beſpitten

beſtridden

betaken

bidden

bound -

bounder,

bitten.

blown

brokens

chidden &

choſen

ckºven .

cleft

crowed;

dead. ,

done

drunken a

drunk . .

driven ,

eaten :

fallen :

flown

forborn s
- - -

*

forbidden.
foregone

foreknown :

forerun

foreſeen.

forſhown.

forgotten

forſaken.

forſworn

frozen

get.
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JPres. Hmperf. . Part.

get gat or got gotten

give gave given

go - went gone

É." grew rown

ide hid hidden

hold held holden

interweave 1nterwove interwoven.

ride rode ridden.

riſe - roſe riſen

run - Tail run

rive rived riven

fink ſank ſunkens * -

ſunk ſunk . .

fee ſaw ſeen

feethe ſod ſodden.

ſhake ſhook ſhaken

{hine - ſhone ſhined

ſhoe ſhod - ſhodden

ſhrink ſhrank - ſhrunken ---

ſhrive ſhrove ſhriven.

ſit at fitten .

ſlay ſlºw flain

ſlide flić, ſlidden

ſmite ſmote ſumitten

fpeak fpake or ſpoke ſpoken

ſpit ſpat ſpitten

{teal ſtole ftolen - -

ſtride ſtrode itridden . . . . .

ſtrike ſtruck ſtricken

ſtrive ſtrove ſtrived, ſtriven

fwear ſware or ſwore ſworn

take took - taken

tear tare or tore torn V.

thrive. - throve thriven

throw. - threw. thrown

tread trode trodden. *

wear Ware Or Wore "Worn º

weave WOve woven \, .

write wrote. . . written º
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The helping verb, to have, is always followed by the

perfeół participle of another verb. Some of our moſt

elegant and correót writers, however, very often deviate

from this rule. They connect the verb, to have, with:

the paſt time of the radical verb. The following ſen

tences may be found in the beſt authors: Have ſpoke;

Aave ſtrove ; hath bore ; had ſole ; was wove ; have

/wam ; has wrote ; have miſłook ; havefill ; have took.

“There is not, ſays Biſhop Lowth, ſo many as a

hundred verbs, which have a diſtinét and different

form for the paſt time ačtive and the participle perfeół

or paſſive. The general bent and turn of the language

is towards the other form ; which makes the paſt time.

and participle the fame. This general inclination and

tendency of the language ſeems to have given occaſion.

to the introducing º a very great corruption: By which

‘the form of the paſt time is confounded with that of

the participle in theſe verbs, few, in proportion, which

have them quite different from one another. This

confuſion prevails greatly in common diſcourſe, and

is too much authoriſed by the example of ſome of our

beſt writers. Thus it is ſaid, he begun, for he began;

he run, for he ran ; he drunk, for he drank : The parti

ciple being uſed inſtead of the paſt time. And much

more frequently the paſt time inſtead of the partieiple:

As, I had wrote, it war wrote, for I had written, it waſ

written, . We ſhould be immediately ſhocked at I have

#now, I have ſaw, I have gave, &c. but our ears are

grown familiar with I have wrote, I have drank, I have

*ore, &c. which are altogether as barbarous.”

PART IC IPL E.

A participle is a word derived from a verb, and pan

takes of the nature of a verb, an adjećtive, and noun.

The participle, ſo far as it expreſſes the circumſtance.

of the noun to which it is joined by a neuter verb, has

the nature of an adjećtive : But when it implies the

aćtion of ſome agent, it then has the nature of a verb.

As, theflying cloud: ; here flying has the nature of an

: - - adjećtive,
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adjećtive. The clouds are flying ; here flying has the

nature of a verb. I heard of his ſelling good: ; here ſell

ing has the nature of both a noun and verb. In the

nature of a noun, it is governed by the prepoſition of,

and in the nature of a verb, it governs the noun, goods,

in the objećtive. - -

In Engliſh, we have no paſſive verbs. That form

of expreſlion, which anſwers to the Greek and Latinº

paſſive verbs, is made by the combination of a helping.

verb and a participle of the paſt time.

When the verb is ačtive, the agent is placed before

the verb, and the verb expreſſes an action, that termi

nates on the ſubſequent objećt. Thus: I have writ

ten a letter s 1 have been writing a letter ; I have taught

them he has moved them, are ačtive forms; they ex

§: aćtions, that terminate on the objećts following
them.

When the form of expreſión anſwers to the Greek

and Latin paſſive verbs, the objećt precedes the verb,

and the agent follows the verb, with a prepoſition pre

ceding it. As, the ſetter waſ written by me; he waſ

moved by them. Sometimes the agent is not expreſſed.

A5, he was taught, at College ; that is, by hiſ preceptor.

He quar killed ; that is, by the enemy. . . -

In this paſſive form, the participle is ever of the paſt

time; it expreſſes the circumſtance of the noun, or

pronoun, and has the nature of an adječtive. -

When the participle partakes of the circumſtances

and ačtion of a noun, it has the nature of a verb. As,

the man iſ reading. I am viewing a fine frºſºrº,

Participles of the preſent time, in union with a help-"

ing verb, do ſometimes put on the paſſive form. As,

the houſe is building ; the grain iſ ſelling sº the books are'

printing.” - - - - - -* - "

“The preſent participle is ſometimes changed into

a ſubſtantre ; as, he loves ſinging and dancing.” HAR

Risos. And when thus changed, it may ſerve as a

nominative, or objećtive caſe. As, riding is a great.

preſervative of health. He loves reading. Here read

ing is the objećtive after lºves.

- - - Participles
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Participles often become mere adječtives; and then

they may have the degrees of compariſon. As, *.

An accompliſhed, more accompliſhed, moſt accompliſhed ſcholar,

A loving, more loving, moſt loving ſº. -

. . . . .
- * . . . .

, A D V E R B S.

Adverbs are words joined to adjećtives, participles,

verbs and adverbs. They are uſed to qualify the

...; of the word to which they are joined. As,

extremely fine weather. Extremely is an adverb qualify.

ing the adjećtive fine. He is ſecretly, contriving evil.

#!. is an adverb qualifying the participle contriving.

He behaves well. Well is an adverb qualifying the verb

behaveſ. He ſpeakſ very gracefully. Wery is an adverb

qualifying the other adverb gracefully. - -

Adverbs are alſo uſed to reſtrain, or enlarge, the

meaning of words. As, he gave ſparingly ; they gave

bountifully. - -

Adverbs may be divided into as many kinds as there

are circumſtances of an action. -

Conſequently we have adverbs of time ; as, now, ſeſ.

dom, often, &c. Qf place; as, here, there, within, without,

&c. Of affirmation ; as, indeed, yeſ, &c. (ºf negation; as,

no, not, never, &c. Of interrogation ; as, how, why, &c.

Of order; as, fift, ſecondly, next, &c. Of number; as,

once, twice, thrice, &c. Of quantity ; as, enough, much,

abundantly, &c. Of diminution ; as,º: thinly.

Several words in our language, are ſometimes uſed.

as adjectives, and ſometimes as adverbs. As, this pen

is better than your’s. Here better is an adjećtive. Thoma;

read; better ikan Peter. Here better is an adverb. The

affembly ſpent much time in debating the queſtion. Here

much is an adještive. She is ºutſch handſomer than her

After. Here much is an adverb. -

To-day, to-morrow, and yºerday have been confidered.

by ſome Grammarians, as adverbs. And, although they

are ſometimes uſed adverbially, yet they are more prop

erly nouns, ſo-day is a combination of the prepoſition

to and the noun day; to-morrow, of thePºiº to

_-
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and the noun morrow ; yºfferday, of the adjećtive yºffer.

and the noun day.

, Adverbs of quality, or manner, are of frequent uſe in

gthe Engliſh language. They are generally formed by

the addition of ly to an adjective or participle. When

the adjećtive ends in ble, the e is changed into y. As,

, changeable, changeably; able, ably; admirable, admirably.

The termination ly, ſay Grammarians, is derived from

the Saxon liche, ſignifying like; as, ably, that is, like able.

When the adjećtive ends in y, the y is changed into

i in the formation of the adverb. As, merry, merrily;

Adverbs, in general, admit no variation, in forming ,

the degrees of compariſon. To this rule, however,

ºthere are ſome exceptions. As, -

Soon, ſºoner, ſooneſ. Often, oftener, ofteng?.

If the adverb ends in ly, more and moſt are uſed in .

forming the comparative and ſuperlative degrees. As,

: Elegamily, more elegantly, moſt elegantly.

Mºſely, , more wiſely, mg/l wiſely.

Two negatives that are uſed in the ſame ſentence,

have the force of an affirmative. As, he will not do it

never; that is, he will do it. But when only intervenes

between two negatives, it deſtroys the force of affir

mation. As, he was not only not churliſh, but very re
vengeful. -

he beauty of compoſition depends, very much, on

the proper uſe of adverbs. In general, they ſhould be

placed as near as poſſible to the words they are deſigned

to qualify. As, he walks gracefully ; ſhe is very hand

ſome ; they are cunningly plotting to eſcape; that pic

...ture is very badly executed.

The adverb ſhould ever be placed between the aux

iliary and the principal verb. As, he has frequently

changed his ſentiments. The ladies were genteelly

dreſſed. The ancients were very much addićted to ſu

perſtition. -

In negative ſentences, the adverb muſt be placed

after the verb. . As, “I go, Sir, and went not.” . He

- ſpeaks
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£peaks not one word. But the auxiliary, do, is moſt

generally uſed. As,“Do not I hate them that hate thee.”

P R E P O S 1 T I O N S.

Prepoſitions are uſed to expreſs the relation, or con

nexion, between words and ſentenges.

. The following are the principal prepoſitions in uſe :

above, about, after, againſt, along, among, amongſt,

around, at, before, behind, below, beneath, beſide, be

fides, between, betwixt, beyond, by, concerning, down,

during, except, excepting, for, from, in, into, near,

nigh, of, off, on, over, round, ſince, through, to, to

wards, up, upon, under, with, within, without.

The following are called inſeparable prepoſitions:

a, co or con, de, dir, in, mis, re, un, &c.

Prepoſitions are frequently uſed as adverbs. On

hearing his adverſity. Here on is a prepoſition put be

fore the participle, hearing. Come on, brave boyſ. Here

on is an adverb, qualifying the verb, come. . . .”

When two prepoſitions are placed together, the firſt

is uſed adverbially. As, he came down from the moun

tain. Here down is uſed adverbially. He fell down

the precipice. Here down is a prepoſition. “As we

were driven up and down in Adria.” Here up and down

are adverbs. He went up the hill. Here up is a prepo

fition. Up is ſometimes uſed as a verb, in the impera

tive mode. “Up, let us be going.” -

C O N J U N C T I O N S.

Conjunétions are words uſed to conneét nouns, verbs

and ſentences. - -

Some Grammarians have arranged them under many

different claſſes. But this arrangement ſerves more to

perplex, than inſtrućt, the learner.

The beſt and plaineſt diviſion is conjunčive and diſ

junétive. The conjunétive connects many words and

ſentences together, and continues the i. AS, two,

and three, and four make nine. The disjunctive joins

together words and ſentences; but expreſſes oppoſition

in the ſenfe. As, “The hand of the diligent ſhall bear

rule ; but the ſlothful ſhall be under tribute.”
- E - Several
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Several words, belonging to other parts of ſpeech,

are occaſionally uſed as conjunétions. Such are the

following: provided, except, verbs; both, an adjećtive;

either, neither, that pronouns ; being, ſeeing, participles;

befºre, ſince, for, prepoſitions. - - - -

He provided money for his journey. Here provided

is a verb. I will do it, provided you lend ſome help.

Here provided is a conjunction, that connects the two

ſentences. Exºpt him ; here except is a verb in the

imperative mode. “ Paul ſaid, except theſe abide in

the ſhip—.” Here except is a conjunction. Excepting

... is alſo uſed as a participle and conjunétion. -

Both horſes were ſtolen, Here both is an adjećtive

joined to the noun horſes. He is both virtuous and

brave. Here both is a conjunétion.

“Chriſt being the chief corner ſtone.” “He endured,

as ſeeing him who is inviſible.” Here being and ſeeing are

uſed as participles. “Being this reception of the goſpel

was ſo ancientlyforetold.” “Seeing all the congregation

are holy.” Herebeing and ſeeing are uſed as conj§.

You may take either of the books. Here either is

a pronoun. He will either ſail for Canton or Japan.

Here either is a conjunction correſponding with or.

You ſhall take neither of the books. Here neither is

a pronoun. He will neither ſtudy nor work. Here

neither is a conjunétion correſponding with nor.

That, when it agrees with a noun, either expreſſed,

or underſtood; or when it can be changed into which,

who, and whom, is ever a pronoun. As, that man ;

whoſe iſ that * That is, whºſe{. is that pen º' º: book,

that he gave me ; or the book, which he

ºat, on all other occaſions, is a conjunétion.

Hécame bºre him ; he wrought for me ; "Such

as was not ſinge the beginning.” Here, before, fºr; and

finae, are prepoſitions. “For my fighing cometh &
fºre I eat ; fºr he maketh his fun, to riſe on the evil,

jince plan was placed on the earth.” Here, bjøre, for,

and ſince, are conjunctions. -

The conjunction, as, is often uſed in the nature of a

pronoun relative. Examples: the Congreſs is cºm"

- - * , poſed

* Biſhop Pearſon, - + Bible,

ave me.
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poſed of ſuch charaćters, as do honour to their country.

The federal conſtitution is ſuch, as manifeſts the greateſt

juriſprudence. Such ačtions, as you deſcribe, are very

diſhonourable. Af, however, is never uſed in the nature

of a relative, except after the pronoun, ſuch," and the ad

jećtives, muchand many. The paper, as he bought, is good.

This is improper. It ought to be, the paper, that he

bought. -

I N T E R J E CT I O N S.

IEterjećtions are words, that denote ſome ſudden

paſſion, or emotion, of the mind. As, huzza! alas !

huſh pho O ! ah! -

Some other parts of ſpeech are occaſionally uſed as in

terjećtions. As, horrid l ſtrange heavens ! amazing !

dreadful - -

'• , s Y N T A x.

NYNTAX teaches the proper conſtrućtion of lan

guage, and ſhews the connexion that one word

bears to another.

There is a mutual connexion between the nomina

tive caſe and the verb ; the ſubſtantive and adjećtive;

the noun, pronoun, and participle.

This connexion is called the concord, or agreement,
of words.

One word, alſo, has influence upon another, and

cauſeth it to be in ſome particular caſe, mode, number,

and perſon. This influence is called the regimen, or

government, of words.

To Farſe, the Engliſh language grammatically, it is

neceſſary, that we make uſe of the following rules.

RUI.E. ſ.

The nominative caſe governs the verb.

As, Dick is idle. Thou hateſt thy books. They
condućt well. -

II LUSTRATION,

1, JDick is a noun, in the nominative cafe, third per

ſon, fingular number ; and governs the verb, is, in the

ſame number and perſon. 2. Tiew

* Charles Coote, - -
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2. Thou is a pronoun, in the nominative caſe, fee

ond perſon, fingular number ; and governs hateft, in the

ſame number and perſon.

3: They is a pronoun, in the nominative caſe, third

perſon, plural number ; and governs the verb, condući,

in the ſame number and perſon, -

Observations, -

1. To find the nominative caſe, that governs the

verb, aſk the queſtion, who which what And the

word, that anſwers the queſtion, is the nominative caſe.

As, who is idle Anſwer, Dick. Dick is, therefore,

the nominative caſe, to the verb, if. -

2. Elegance, in the conſtrućtion of ſentences, of.

ten requires, that the nominative word be not expreſſed;

that is, written, or ſpoken. This is eſpecially the cafe,

when the verb is in the imperative mode. As, come on 3

fearm ; read.

When a queſtion is aſked, or a command given,

the nominative follows the helping verb, or the princi

pal verb. Asſhall he come 2 Go thou.

~

4. The words that compoſe a ſentence, are frequent

ly tranſpoſed from their natural order. When this hap

pens, the nominative caſe does not take the lead; but is

placed at ſome diſtance from the verb.

--- Rule II. - -

The verb agrees with its nominative caſe, in number

and perſon. -

As, I love ; thou readeſt ; he learns ; we are 5 ye

run ; they ſleep. , - -

- ILLUSTRATION.

1. If the nominative caſe be in the fingular, or plu

ral, number, then the verb muſt be in theº Or

plural, number. And if the nominative caſe be of the

firſt, ſecond, or third, perſon, then the verb muſt be of

the firſt ſecond, or third, perſon. * . .

2. In the preceding examples, love is in the firſt

perſon fingular, and agrees with the pronoun I. . Read?.

is in the ſecond perſon fingular, and agrees with thºu.

Learns is in the third perſon ſingular, and agrees with he,
Are is in the firſt perſon plural, and agrees wº 7te,

- t!?!
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Run is in the ſecond perſon plural, and agrees with ye.

Sleep is in the third perſon plural, and agrees with they.

- OBSERVATIONs. -

1. When you, a plural pronoun, is applied to an indi

vidual, the verb muſt not be in the fingular, but plural

number.

The following ſentences are ungrammatical : “I am

juſt now as well as when you waſ here.” Pope.

“Knowing, that you was my old maſter's friend.”

SPEc. The verb, waſ, is either of the firſt, or third,

perſon fingular. And, to uſe it with a pronoun of the

fecond perſon plural, is contrary to the idiom of our

language. The word you, even when applied to one

perſon, is plural, and ſhould never be conneéted with a

fingular verb. But common converſation offends dail

againſt this remark. “Was you there 2 I heard, that

you was unwell; I was told, that you was gone,” are

expreſſions that drop from the tongue of the learned,

and unlearned. And they are as ungrammatical as, is

you there 2 is you unwell ? -

2. Sometimes a whole ſentence is uſed as the nom

inative caſe to a following verb. In this caſe, the verb

is ever in the third perſon. As, that virtue will be re

warded, and vice puniſhed, in the next ſtate of exiſtence,

is a doćtrine plainly taught in the Bible. The ſentence

in Italicſ, is uſed as the nominative caſe to the verb, is a

and anſwers the queſtion, what 2 What is a doćtrine

plainly taught in the Bible Anſwer, that virtue will be

rewarded, and vice puniſhed. . -

3. Every verb has a nominative caſe, either expreſſ.

ed, or underſtood. Conſequently the Engliſh language

makes no uſe of imperſonal verbs. It rainſ; it thundery,

it lighten'ſ it is hot ; it it warm ; it is cold ; it ſnow;
it freezer ; it pleaſes me : it grieveſ me : it rejoice; me,

have been confidered as imperſonal verbs. But, in all

theſe inſtances, it is a pronoun relative, ſupplying the

place of ſome antecedent noun, that is underſtood. For

example : It pleaſes me. What 2 Your conduct. It

grieves me. What His misfortune. It is hot. What?

The weather, iron, water, &c. It freezeſ. What? The

water, gratind, &c. - - * *

E 2 - Faiſe
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Falſe Grammar. -

I lover ; thou read: ; John learn ; we cameth.

RULE III.

Neuter verbs occaſionally govern either the nomina

tive, or objećtive caſe, after them.

- ItLUSTRATION.

1. Thou art the man. Man is in the nominative

caſe, and is governed by the verb, art. Intemperate

men become nuiſances to ſociety. Nuiſances is a noun,

in the nominative caſe, plural, and is governed by the

neuter verb, become. A calf becomes an ox. Ox is in the

nominative caſe; and is governed by the verb, becomer,

* Who move majeſtically the queen of heaven.” VIRGIL.

3ueen is a moun in the nominative, and is governed by

the neuter verb, move. .

“She lookſ a goddeſs, and ſhe moves a queen,” .

Looks and moves are here uſed as neuter verbs, and

they govern goddſ and queen in the nominative caſe.

“ Tom ſtruts a fºldier, open, bold and brave:

Will ſneaks a ſcriv'ner, an exceeding knave.” Pope.

* Before the glimmering moon with borrowed light,

Shone queen amid the filver hoſt of night: -

High in the heavens thou reign'dſt ſuperior Lord,

By ſuppliant angels worſhip’d and ador'd.” Dr. Dwight.

Theſe examples, with many others that might be ad

duced, clearly evince, that neuter verbs take a nomina

tive caſe after them. They do not expreſs ačtions, that

terminate on the nouns following. -

2. OBJECTIve CASE, I knew it to be him. Him is a

pronoun in the objećtive caſe, and is governed by the

neuter verb, to be. “To them gave he power to become

the ſºns of God.”f Sons is in the objećtive caſe, and is

governed by the neuter verb, to become.

N. B. If a noun, or pronoun, in the nominative caſe,

precede a neuter verb, then the noun, or pronoun, which

follows, will be in the nomiuative. But, if a noun, or

pronoun, in the objećtive caſe, precede a neuter verb,

then the noun, or pronoun, which follows the verb,

will be in the objećtive. N. B.

* Dryden. - - + Johp i. 12. - -
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N. B. . In this latter ſtate, the neuter verb is always
in the infinitive mode.

Observations.

1. When an objećtive caſe precedes a neuter verb,

then the noun, or pronoun, that follows the verb, is

ever in the objećtive. I thought it to be her. It is in

the objećtive caſe, and is governed by the verb, thought.

Pier is in the objećtive caſe, and follows the verb, to be,

by which it is alſo governed. He taught his ſons to be

come wiſe and virtuous citizens. Sony is in the objec

tive caſe, and governed by the verb, taught, Citizens is

a noun in the objećtive caſe plural, following the verb,

to become, and is governed by it.

2. The Latin grammar ſays, that “verbs ſubſtan

tive, (or neuter)—and verbs of geſture, have the ſame

caſe after, as before, them.” 1. rule appears to be

founded in the very nature of language. All languages

make uſe of neuter verbs, that govern nouns and pro

nouns after them, either in the nominative, or objec

tive, caſe. * , -

3. Many verbs, that have an ačtive fignification, are

occaſionally employed as neuters. As, his fortune in

creaſer ; the ſtorm abates. -

4. Moſt neuter verbs may be converted into an ac

tive meaning, by annexing a prepoſition to them. As,

he winks at her. Wink, is originally, a neuter verb;

but being followed by a prepoſition, it has an active

meaning. Sometimes a prepoſition is combined with

a neuter verb, and this combination gives it an active

force. As, he overſlept himſelf. Himſelf is in the ob

jećtive, and governed by overſlept. This mode of ex

preſſion, however, is not very eſegant. -

5. Neuter verbs, that are unconnected with prepo

ſitions, ſhould never be uſed in an active ſignification.

“O thou Seer, go, flee thee away into the land of

Judah.” BIBLE. Thee is improperly uſed in this in

ſtance. “To vie charities.” “To agree ſacred with

profane chronology.” To vie, and to agree, are neuter

verbs. It is, therefore, improper to uſe them as having

an active figuification.

- - 6. But
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6. But ſome verbs are occaſionally uſed, ſometimes.

in an active, and ſometimes in a neuter fignification.

As, the flying clouds ſeparate from one another. Here

ſeparate is a neuter verb, not admitting an objećtive

word after it. “He ſhall ſeparate them, as a ſhepherd

divideth his ſheep.” Here ſeparate is an ačtive verb,and governs them in the objective caſe. ... •

Falſe Grammar. -

I took it to be he , thou art the man's it was him ;

it is me; it becomes he it behoves ſhe,
- RULE IV.

A neuter verb, ſtanding between two nominative

caſes, one in the ſingular and the other in the plurai

number,muſt agree, in number and perſon with the firſt.

As, men are vanity; “words are wind;” the weight

is fifty pounds.

ILLUSTRATION. - - *

1. In the two firſt ſentences, men and words are in

the plural number ; they take the lead as agents, and

elegance demands, that they have verbs, in the plural,

to agree with them. - -

2. In the laſt ſentence, weight is a noun, in the fin

gular number; and, as it takes the lead in the fubjećt,

it conſequently governs it, in the third perſon fingular.
Falfe Grammar.

All thingſ is duſt ; obedience to God become men; it

behave finners to repent.

RULE V.

When an addreſs is made to a perſon, the noun, or

pronoun, is put in the nominative caſe independent.

As, O houſe of Iſrael; O king, live forever; Rabbi,

Rabbi ; yes, Sir, I will, go “Colonel, I am your moſt

obedient—let me aſk you one queſtion, Sir Harry.”4.

“It muſt be fo; Plata, thou reaſoneſt well.”f

“O thou man of God.” -

- ILLUSTRATION.

Houſe, king, Rabbi, Rabbi, Sir, Colonel, Sir Harry,

Plato, thou man, are the perſons to whom the addreſſes

are made, and they are conſequently put in the nomina

tive caſe independent. OBSERVATIONS.

* Hudibras. Falſe Delicacy. Cato's tragedy.
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- OBSERVATIons,

1. If the perſon, who makes the addreſs, is affeół

ed with ſome ſudden emotion, or paſſion, of the mind,

he generally makes uſe of an interjećtion. As, O

§. of vipers O the times / O the manner; 1 O

Sir Harry - - - - -

2. Sometimes the interjećtion is omitted. As, thou

traitor ; thou villain : ye finiple oner i mafter, we periſh.

3. Interjećtions, when prefixed to the perſonal pro

nouns, of the firſt and ſecond perſon, ſeem to have a

government of caſe. As,

“O thou, that reigneſt in the higheſt heavens.” -

“O thou, Dodonaean, great Pelaſgic Jove.” * **

Ah me ! alas me / “ Me miferable.” .**

In inſtances of this kind, the interjećtions ſeem to

overn the pronoun of the ſecond perſon, in the nom

inative caſe, and the pronoun of the firſt perſon in the

objećtive-caſe. -

4. “Wo is me ! The phraſe is pure Saxon : wa is

me: me is the dative caſe: inº with the prepoſi

tion, to me. Wo worth the day ! Ezek. xxx. 2. that is,

wo be to the day. The word worth is not the adjećtive,

but the Saxon verb weortham, or worthan, fieri, to be, to

become ; which is often uſed by Chaucer, and is ſtill

retained as an auxiliary verb in the German lan

guage.” - LowTH.

Falſe Grammar. -

O thee; ah I; alas we ; heigh yourr.

RULE VI. • *

The adjećtive, pronoun, and participle, agree with

their nouns in number. :

As, good men ; that pen ; thoſe quills; this paper }

theſe books; a virtuous man; a chaffe woman : Plato

was a great philoſopher: He is well taught in logic ;

the book is printing. *

- ILLUSTRATION. - - -

1. Men, quills, and books, are nouns in the plural

number, and their adjećtives, good, thoſe, and theſe, agree

with them. - *

- º, - 2. Pem, * -

• Pope, x - - -

-* *
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2. Pen, paper, man, woman, and philºſºpher, are nouns

in the fingular, and their adječtives, that, this, virtuous,

thºffe, and great, agree with them. º

3. Taught and printing are participles; taught agrees

with the pronoun, he, and printing agrees with book.

OBSERVATIONS.

1. As Engliſh adjećtives admit no variation, in gen

der, number and caſe, they may be indifferently added

to any noun, in whatever caſe, number, or gender it

may be. As, a good man ; a good man's reward; a good

woman ; a good woman's reward,

2. As the pronominal adjećtives, thiſ, theſe, that,

thoſe, admit a variation in number, they will not indif.

ferently agree with nouns in any number. If the

nouns, with which they are conneéted, or repreſent, are

in the fingular number, they muſt alſo be in the fingu

lar number ; and if the nouns are in the plural number,

they muſt be in the fame number.

3. “By this means they are happy in each other.”

Appison. ... “By that means, bury a capacity for great

things.” . STEELE. The noun, meanſ, being plural, it
is inconſiſtent with grammatical analogy, to have it

connected with a pronoun, in the fingular number. A

means is alſo ungrammatical. It is granted, that general

pračtice, and almoſt all good writers, adopted the uſe of .

connečting the indefinite article a and a fingular pro

noun with the noun meanſ. But this praćtice is a cor- .

ruption.

4. Two, or more adjećtives in a ſentence, very often

§. with the ſame noun, or pronoun. As, Lord

hatham was a prudent, ſagaciouſ, and politic miniſter.

Adjećtives are often improperly uſed in the room

of adverbs, “ºfhe bell ſounds clear ; the ſun ſhines

bright ; he rides ſingle ; his talents are extraordinary

bright; extreme unwilling; thy exceeding great reward;

he is uſed hard.” The words in Italics are adverbs,

and the termination ly ought to have been annexed to
them. - - * ,

- 6. Every
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6. Every adjećtive relates to ſome noun, either ex

preſſed, or underſtood. As, great, good, wiſe : that is,

perſons. - - . -

When nouns, to which adjećtives relate, are not

expreſſed, the adjećtives are put abſolute. As, who will

ihew us any good 2 That is, any good thing,

8. Pronominal adjećtives are put abſolute, when

they are uſed in the poſſeſſive caſe. As, “I will not

deſtroy it for ten's ſake;” this horſe is your's he came

into this world of our’s.” Sometimes a noun is put ab

ſolute in the poſſeſſive caſe. As, “I am juſtified in

publiſhing any letters of Mr. Locke’s.” In theſe inſtances,

a noun of property, or poſſeſſion, is underſtood. As,

this horſe is your property; this world of our habitation,

or dwelling; any letters of Mr. Locke's writing, or cor.

º, or of the writing or correſpondence, of Mr.
JCocke. -

9. Every, each and either, when uſed as pronouns,

agree with verbs in the fingular number only. As, ev

ery one of the apples is taken away 3, each of them was

fined twenty ſhillings; either of the books is ſufficient

for my preſent purpoſe. Every, each and either, are

diſtributive pronouns; and, conſequently, a verb in the

plural number ſhould never be connected with them.

Falſe Grammar. -

That men; this books; thºſe horſe ; theſe woman ;

“every one of the letters bear date after his baniſhment;”

“in proportion as either of theſe two qualities are want.

ing, language is imperfeót;” each of the armies were on

the march. - *

Two, or more nouns fingular, conneéted by a con

junétive conjunétion, require, that their verb, pronoun,

and noun, be in the plural number to agree with them.

As, Demg/thenes and Cicero, were excellent orater,

they were friends to their reſpe&tive countries. . . -

This man, his wife, and ſan are happy : they are ex4

*mpler of fidelity and obedience.... --

- HulusTRATION.

Rule VII. .
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-

ILLUSTRATION.

1. Demyſłhemes and Cicero are nouns in the fingular

number ; but being commečted by the conjunction, and,

they require that the verb, ºvere, the nouns, orators and

friends, and the pronouns, they and their, be in the plu

ral number. - "- º -

! 2. Man, wife, and ſon, are nouns in the fingular

number, and require, that the verb, are, and pronoun

they, be in the plural number. -

j OBSERVATIons.

1. When the conjunétive, and, is underſtood, the

verb muſt ſtill be put in the plural. -

“That reaſºn, paſſion, anſwer one great aim.” Pope.

2. When ſeveral nouns of different numbers are

connected by the conjunction, and, the verb muſt be in

the plural number. The reaſon is plain; a plural noun

muſt ever have a plural verb. . As, two Engliſhmen and

a Negro were lately executed for highway robbery.

The connexion of a fingular, with a plural noun, will

not deſtroy the propriety of having a plural verb.

3. Several nouns, in the fingular number, connected

by a disjunctive conjunction, may properly have a verb,

in the fingular number. As, neither learning, nor uſe

fulneſs, nor virtue, exempts any man from death. In

ſentences of this kind, each noun has a ſeparate agency,

And, although there are ſeveral nominative caſes or

agents, yet the circumſtances are not colle&tively predi

cated of all, but of one, or the other disjunctively.

And, frequently, after an enumeration of ſeveral

individual things, that are conneéted by the conjunc

tion, and, the verb, that follows, is put in the fingular

number. In ſentences of this nature, the verb may

- have a ſeparate agreement with either of the nouns.

As, poverty, and miſery, and even death itſelf, is more

pleaſing to a noble ſoul, than the blaſts of reputa

tion. “Salt, and ſand, and a º: of iron, is eaſier to

bear, than a man without underſtanding.” “Alſo

their love, and their hatred, and their envy, is ". ſº
* . * . i CGls
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5. When the fingular, pronouns, conneéted togeth

er, are of ſeveral perſons, the verb muſt agree with the

firſt, in preference to the ſecond and third ; and with

the ſecond, in preference to the third. As, thou, and

he, and 1, make we ; thou and I make ºve; thou and

he make you. As, than and he, and I were in the ſame

army. I know, that thou and he, live in the moſt happy

union. - e

6. When a disjunétive conjunétion intervene be

tween two nominative pronouns, of the ſame perſon,

the verb has a ſeparate agreement with each of them.’

As, neither he, nor ſhe, has recovered from ſickneſs,

But if the pronouns, thus connected, are of different

perſons, or numbers, the verb cannot have a ſeparate

agreement with both of them. As, either ye or I was

preſent.

Falſe Grammar.

Innocence and humility is beauties of the mind. Poetry,

painting, ſculpture, and architecture, affords not only an

innocent, but a moſt ſublime entertainment. A man

may ſee a metaphor, or an allegory, in a pićture, as well

as read them in a fable. Several thieves and a murderer

was condemned to die. When thou, he and I war

young.

RULE VIII.

A colle&tive noun, or a noun of multitude fingular,

may have a verb and pronoun agreeing with it, either

in the fingular, or plural, number. -

As, the army waſ routed, as ſoon as they began the

onſet ; the parliament are aſſembled, and they are deter

mined to proſecute the war; my people are fooliſh; they

have not, knºwn nie ; my people is fooliſh ; the people

rejoice ; the flock is ſcattered. -

ILLUSTRATION. s

I. Army is a noun of multitude, and is the nomina

tive to war. They is a plural pronoun, and refers to army.

2. Parliament and peºple, are nouns of multitude

ſingular, and may have are and they in the plural num

bºr. And it is often the caſe, that they have verbs in

the ſingular, and pronouns in the pluraſ number.”
F - Opservations.",

*~.
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-

OBSERVATIons.

1. Some nouns, that ſeem to have a plural termina

tion, are, in fact, fingular, and govern a verb in the

fingular number. As, the wager of fin iſ death ; the

vičual was elegantly ſerved up ; the meaſler is a foul

diſtemper. -

2. In ſome inſtances, a noun of multitude may not

be cºnneéted with a plural verb. As, the American

Academy of arts and ſciences is very learned and re

ſpectable. Here a plural verb would be very improper:

for the affirmation does not reſpect the individual

members, in a ſeparate capacity; but is intended of

the whole, in a colle&tive view. - * *

3. To conſtruct ſentences, elegantly, under this rule,

particular attention ſhould be paid to the noun. If the

noun convey fingularity, or unity of idea, the verb will

be moſt elegant in the fingular number. But if plurality

of idea be conveyed, then the verb will be moſt elegant

in the plural. -

4. When the indefinite article a, , or am, is placed

before a colle&tive noun, the following verb ſhould ever

be in the ſingular number. A company was collečted.

4, an, is a corruption of the Saxon arm, ſignifying one.

A company, that is, one company ; a flock, that is, one

flock ; an hour, that is, one hour. Conſequently, the

indefinite article, a, or am, when prefixed to a colle&tive

noun, denotes fingularity of idea, and governs a verb in

the fingular number only. . . - -

. When number, or quantity, is ſpoken of in the

abia. without reference to the perſons, or things, of

which the number, or quantity, is compoſed, we ſhould

always make uſe of a fingular verb. As, the number.

of péople, aſſembled on this occaſion, was very great.

The quantity of proviſions, that have been produced,

this ſeaſon, is very aſtoniſhing. . In this uſe, we do

not ſpeak of the perſons, but of the number ; nor

of the different kinds of proviſions, but of the fimple

quantity. “The number of the names together, were

about an hundred and twenty.” “The number of .

them, that lapped—were three hundred,” are improper

Phaſe. . . . . . . - Falſe
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and maſculine gender.

Falſe Grammar. -

The cattle is in the paſture. Cattle is a noun in the

fingular number ; and, conveying plurality of idea, re

quires a plural verb. A flock of ſheep were driven to

market. “To reſtore to his Iſland that tranquillity and

repoſe, to which they had been ſtrangers.” “What

reaſon have the Church of Rome to talk of modeſty in

this caſe ?” “There is no conſtitution ſo tame and care

leſs of their own defence.” -

Iſland, church, and conſtitution, are not nouns of mul

titude; and do not admit plural verbs and pronouns.

RULE IX. -

The relative pronoun muſt agree with its antecedent,

in gender, number, and perſon. -

As, the man, whom I ſaw; the woman, whom he loved;

the gentleman, who wrote that letter, is a ſcholar; the

- i. which he made ; the horſe, that he ſtole, was my

rother's.

- - IILLUSTRATION.

1. In the firſt ſentence, man is the antecedent, third

perſon fingular, and maſculine gender. Whom is the

relative, and is conſequently of the third perſon ſingular,

2. Woman, in the next ſentence, is the antecedent,

third perſon ſingular, and feminine gender ; whom is the

relative, and of the ſame perſon, number and gender. "

Similar remarks apply to the remaining ſentences.

OBSERVATIONs.

1. The perſonal pronouns are often uſed as antece

dents and relatives. Firſt, as antecedents: he, that fears

not God, will be puniſhed; ſhe, who plays on the ſpin

net, is Mr. King's daughter; I, who am your ſenior,

will not ſuffer ſuch abuſe ; thou, who art my junior; it

is true, what he ſaid. Secondly, as relatives: Brutuſ

loved Ceſar, but he put him to death ; Agrippina was

the wife of Claudius, but ſhe poiſoned him in order to

make her ſon emperor ; the Angels are God’s creatures,

and him they adore ; he lent me Rollin's hiſtory, and I

am much pleaſed with it. ... This pronoun often ſerves as

a relative to an antecedent phraſe ; as, he waſ ſick, and

I knew it not. *:: -- A pronoun
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A pronoun poſſeſſive independent may be uſed as the -

antecedent to a relative. As, “my doćtrine is not mine,

but his that ſent me.” His is the antecedent, and that,

the relative. - -

2. Pronouns, in the plural, are often relatives to

two or more nouns in the ſingular number. As, the

Duke and Dutcheſ; put on their nuptial robes. The

pronoun, their, is the relative to Duke and Dutcheſt.*

To find the antecedent, aſk the queſtion, who º

which what? And the word that anſwers the queſtion,

is the antecedent. As, bleſſed is the man, who feareth.

the Lord. Who is bleſſed The man. Man is, there

fore, the antecedent. .

4. Every relative pronoun has an antecedent, either

expreſſed, or underſtood, to which it refers. As, who.

loves his Maker is happy. That is, the man who loves.

his Maker.

The antecedents are ſometimes placed after their

relatives. As, “Whoſo hath this world's goods, and

ſeeth his brother have need, and ſhutteth up his bowels

of compaſſion from him, how dwelleth the love of God

in him?”—“Whºſo privily ſlandereth his neighbour,

him will I cut off.” In theſe ſentences, him is properly:

the antecedent, and whoſo the relative. -

6. When the relative follows two words of different

perſons, it may agree with either perſon, as its antece

dent. Example: I am the man, who loves you, or I

am the man who love you. When the perſon of the

relative is determined, it ought to be continued through

the ſentence. As, I reſpect you,who counſel and adviſe

me well ; not who counſel and adviſeth me well. -

º • Falſe Grammar.

. The boy reads, well, it is a good child. Your daugh

ter writes a good hand, he is alſo modeſt. This is the

book, whom you ſent me. The man, which wrote the

book. Socrateſ and Cato were heathens ; yet he were:

wiſe and virtuous. - - -

- - RULE X. *

If there be no nominative between the relative and,

the verb, the relative is the nominative caſe to the verb,

- * - - * * A8,

- “Sce under pronouns. º - *

\

-
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As, the boy, who loves his books, will make a ſchol

ar. The pens, that were given me, are very good.

The college, which was founded by him, is in a flour

iſhing condition. - - - -

ILLUSTRATION.

In theſe ſentences, who, that, and which, are relative

pronouns. Lover, were, and waſ, are the verbs. Be

tween theſe relatives and the verbs there are no nomi

native caſes. The relatives are, conſequently, the nomi

natives to phe verbs. - -

Falſe Grammar.

The men, whom fought well, are worthy of honour,

The maſter, whoſe taught me, is dead,

RULE XI.

When a nominative caſe comes between the relative

and the verb, then the relative is governed by the verb,

or by ſome word, in the ſentence, on which it imme

diately depends.

As, Jehovah, who made the world, by whoſe bounty

we live, and by whom we are preſerved, is eternal.

-
ILLUSTRATION.

Who is the nominative caſe to the verb, made, by

Rule X. Whoſe is a poſſeſſive pronoun, immediately

depending on bounty, and governed by it. Wham is in

the obječtive caſe, and governed by the prepoſition, by.

The compounded pronouns, whoever, whoſºever, whoſe

foever, and whomſoever, follow this rule. By attending

to this rule, the caſe and government of the relative

may eaſily be known. -

Falſe Grammar.

The man, who I love, and who I ſaw yeſterday, is

dead. The man, whoſe I eſteem, whom bounty re

lieved me, who I ſpoke to, is an ornament to human

nature.

The praćtice of ſeparating prepoſitions from rela

tive pronouns in the objećtive, is not very elegant. As,

“the man, whom he voted for, has great talents. The

Lady, whom he gave his ſnuff-box to, is very hand

- F 2 ſome,” .

-- - - -

*-*.

-
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ſome.” Propriety demands the following arrange

ment. . The man, for whom he voted—the Lady, to

whom he gave his ſnuff-box.

RULE XII.

Two, or more nouns, ſignifying the ſame thing, are

put, by appoſition, in the ſame caſe.

As, Paul, the Apoſtle. Solomon, the ſon of David,

king of Iſrael. Marcus Tullius Cicero was an excellent

orator. I much eſteem his Excellency George HWaſhington,
Preſident of the United States. •

- ILLUSTRATION.

Paul, Apºſtle, are two nouns, meaning the ſame per-.

ſon. Solomon, ſon, king, are three nouns, and, meaning.

the fame,perſon, they are placed in appoſition. Marcus,

Tullius Cicero, being in appoſition, admits the verb, was,

in the fingular number. In the laſt ſentence, the:

nouns, in Italics, are applied to an individual perſon,

and they are in the cbjective caſe, by appoſition.

OBSERVATIONS. -

1. To expreſs emphaſis more fully, a pronoun iss

often put in appoſition to a preceding noun. As,

zługuſtus, the Roman emperor, he who ſucceeded Julius,

Caeſar, is differently deſcribed by hiſtorians, “After.

this, jeſus went down to Capernaum, he, and his,

mother.”— &c.

2. When two or more nominative nouns, are placed:

together in appoſition, the verb muſt agree with the .

§. or moſt important word. As, the founderſ of

Rome, a gang of thieves and villains, were a collečtion:

from many tribes. The Apoſiles, a ſet of illiterate men, ,

diffroyed, by their preaching, heathen idolatry, and ſu

perſtition.

3. Nouns of the fingular number, that are in appoi

ſition, muſt ever have a ſingular verb and relative to ,

agree with them ; for they mean one individual perſon,

or thing. . . " -

- Falſe Grammar. . -

Paul, the Apoſtle, were an eminent ſcholarſ, and pious

Chriſtianſ. arcus Tullius Cicero were an excellent:

- - - - - Orator 3.

* →
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orator; they were the rival of Hortenſius. George the

third, king of England, are alſo the eleētor of Hanover.

RULE XIII. -

Two nouns in conjunction, ſignifying different

things, and implying property, will have the firſt in the

poſſeſſive caſe. - -

As, Cato's tragedy; Shakeſpeare's Hamlet; Waſhing

ton's army; Pope's Homer; Sherlock's writings. -

- ILLUSTRATION.

('ato, Shakeſpeare, Waſhington, Pope, and Sherlock, are

nouns, that, in conjunction with tragedy, Hamlet, ar

my, Homer, and writingſ, imply property ; they are,

conſequently, put in the poſſeſſive caſe.

OBSERVATIONs:

1. Sometimes we uſe a periphraſis, with the help of

the prepoſition, of As, the glory ºf man; for man's,

glory. This form of expreſſion, denoting property, ,

anſwers to the genitive caſe, in Latin and Greek.

2. Every poſſeſſive caſe implies, a noun to which

the thing, not expreſſed, belongs. As, St, Stephen's sº

that is, §. Stephen's chapel. , St. Peter's : that is, St.

Peter's church, “One of the ſhips, which was Simon's 5”

that is, Simon's ſhip. - -

3. Two nouns together, and one in appoſition, may

both have the ſign of the poſſeſſive caſe. As, I bought.
my book at Mr. Dobſon'ſ, the printer's, office. f

4. Proper; nouns, are often conneéted with com

mon nouns. As, a Turkey, merchant ; an India ſhip.

In inſtances. ofdiº proper, noun is uſed in

the nature of an adjećtive. It is called, by ſome, a re

ſpečfive adjective; becauſe it expreſſes theº Orº

properties, that are not expreſſed by the poſſeſſive caſe.

As, a Turkey merchant means a merchant that carries;

on traffic in Turkey. - -

- Falſe Grammar.

Content is the poor man riches, and deſire the rich,

man poverty. Möney is the miſer god, which he ſa

lutes at an humble diſtance, but dares not approach.



Woman chaſtity is woman glory. Achiller's ſhield.

Righteouſneſ's ſake. -

RULE XIV.

A&tive verbs govern nouns and pronouns in the ob

jećtive caſe. -

As, he loves them ; it diſpleaſes him ; good ſcholars

love their bºok: ; honour thy parentſ.

ILLUSTRATIon. -

1. Them and him are pronouns in the objećtive caſe,

and they are governed by the aëtive verbs, lover and

diſpleaſeſ. - -

2. Books and parents are nouns, in the objećtive caſe,

and governed by love and honour, which are a&tive

verbs.

Observations.

1. Objećtive words are the recipients of ačtions

expreſſed by the verbs. If the aëtion of the verb ter

minate on the noun, the noun is, of courſe, in the ob

jećtive. -

2. It often happens, that an ačtive verb governs two

objećtive word: ; one expreſſing the perſon, and the

other, the thing. As, he taught them philºſophy.

And ſometimes, the aëtive verb governs two nouns,

in the objećtive, both of which are expreſſive of things

only. As, the literati, who make etymology the invari

able rule of pronunciation.*

3. The objećtive caſe of the perſonal pronouns, and

always the relatives, who, which, what, and that, when

uſed in the objećtive, are placed before the verbs that

overn them. "As, whom ye ignorantly worſhip, him

eclare I unito you. Which he ſaid. That he men

tioned. What he wanted. -

RULE XV.

The infinitive mode may be governed by a verb, a

noun, or an adjećtive. - -

As, the ſcholar, that defires to learn, loves to ſtudy.

“I am not worthy to unlooſe his ſhoe's latchet.” His

ambition to excel is very commendable.

S - ILLUSTRATION.

* Preface to Perry's Dićt p. 2, -

•

ſ
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º

ILLUSTRATION. -

r. Sentence. The verbs deſires and loves govern to

Aearn and to ſudy in the infinitive mode.

2. Sentence. To unloºſe is a verb, in the infinitive

mode, and governed by the adjećtive, worthy.

3. Sentelice. Ančition, a noun, governs the verb, to

excel, in the infinitive mode.

OBSERVATIONS,

1. The word to, prefixed to verbs in the infinitive

mode, is a derivation from the Gothic noun, taui, ſigni

fying, ači, ºffº, reſult, or conſummation. It “is no oth

er than the paſt participle, tauid, of the verb, taujan,

wgere.” Granting this derivation to be juſt, the pro

priety of prefixing the word to to our verbs, in the in

finitive mode, is evident. “There is no difference,

ſays Mr. Tooke, between the noun, love, and the verb,

to love, but what muſt be compriſed in the prefix, to.

When the old termination of the Anglo Saxon verbs.

was dropped, this word to. (i. e. ač7) became neceſſary

to be prefixed, in order to diſtinguiſh them from nouns,

and to inveſt them, with the verbal charaćter.”*

2. To, the fign of the infinitive, appears ſometimes.

to be uſed in the nature of expreſſing more emphatically

the intention, or deſign, of the agent to the governing

verb. A8, “And the Lord came down to ſee the city,

and the tower, which the children of men builded.”

The Apoſtles travelled from city to city, to publiſh the

glad tidings of ſalvation. -

3. The prepoſition, about, often has influence upon

verbs of the infinitive mode. In this connexion, it

denotes the ſpeedy execution of an action, or expreſſes

fome circumſtance of an ačtion. As, “Behold, I am.

about to die ; the ſhip is about to ſail; that is, everything.

is in preparation to fail immediately. * --

4. One verb may often govern a noun, in the objec

tive caſe, and a following verb in the infinitive mode.

As, a good preceptor ſimulater his pupils to proſecute their

ſtudies with vigour. I know him to be well qualified for

his ſtation. 5. The

* Mr. Horne Tooke, as quoted by Charles Coote.
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5. The verbs that follow, bid, dare, feel, hear, let, make,

muff, need, ſpeak, ſee, and have, are uſed in the infinitive

mode, without having the ſign to prefixed to them.

RULE XV1.

A noun, or pronoun, ſtanding alone as an anſwer to

3.º is either in the nominative to the verb that

anſwers the queſtion, or in the objećtive, and governed

by it, though the verb be not expreſſed. --

As, who did this john. Whom do you fancy

moſt This Lady. Who was that man His Excel.

lency. *

Illustration,

1. In the firſt ſentence, john anſwers the queſtion,

and is the nominative to the verb, did, underſtood. .

2. In the ſecond ſentence, thiſ Lady anſwers the

queſtion, is in the objećtive caſe, and governed by the

verb, fancy, underſtood. -

3. In the laſt ſentence, His Excellency anſwers the

queſtion, and is governed, in the nominative caſe, by

the verb, was, underſtood.

OBSERVATIONs. -

1. The word, that anſwers the queſtion, may often

be in the objećtive cafe, and governed by a prepoſition

underſtood. As, for whom do you work 2 Mr. Smith.

That is, I work for Mr. Smith. To whom is ſhe mar

ried ? Mr. Strong. That is, ſhe is married to Mr.

Strong. - . -

2. The nature of this rule will appear more plainly,

by expreſſing, at large, the queſtions and anſwers.

UESTIONS. ANswers.

Who did thiſ 2 john did it.

Whom do you fancy my?? Ifancy thiſj moff.

Who waſ that man *- It was his Excellency.

To whom is ſhe married ? She is married to Mr. Strong.

Falſe Grammar.

Who made that pen Him. Who ſpilt the ink 2

Her. Who abhors lying Ur. To whom is ſhe mar

º To he. To whom was the reward given To º

they. -

RULE
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RULE XVII.

The infinitive mode, or a member of the ſentence,

may do the office of a nominative caſe to a verb.

As, To far God, is the glory of man. To ſee the riſ.

ing generation, walking in the paths of virtue, if very

beautiful. The rulers and people debauching themſelves,

will bring deſtrućtion upon a country. -

ILLUSTRATION.

r. To fear and to ſee are verbs in the infinitive mode,

and they do the office of nominative caſes to the follow

ing verbs.

2. The rulers and people debauching themſelves, is a
member of a ſentence, and anſwers as the nominative

caſe to the verb, will bring.

OBSERVATIONs.

1. In forms of expreſſion, that come under this

rule, the verb, to which the infinitive, or member, is

the nominative, muſt ever be in the third perſon fingu

lar. The reaſon is plain; this infinitive and member

convey ſingularity of idea. . .

2. “The infinitive mode (ſays Dr. Blair) may be

called the name of the verb; it carries neither time,

nor affirmation; but fimply expreſſes that ačtion, at

tribute, or ſtate of things, which is to be the ſubjećt of

the other modes and tenſes. Hence the infinitive is

often akin to a ſubſtantive noun; and, both in Engliſh

and Latin, is ſometimes conſtructed as ſuch. As,

“ dulce—eſt pro patria mori.”. And, in Engliſh, in

the ſame manner. To write well, is difficult; to ſpeak

eloquently, is ſtill more diſficult.”

The infinitive mode is often uſed as the ante.

cedent to a relative. As, we are required to far God
•: - -

and keep his commandments, which is the whole duty of

iman. What is the whole duty of man 2 Anſwer, to fear

God and keep his commandments.

-
Falſe Grammar. -

To die for one's country art pleaſant. , Toſe the fun

* are charming. Live and die without doing any good, is

ſhameful indeed. #.

- * Leół, p. 79.
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RULE XVIII. -

A verb, in the infinitive mode abſolute, ſtands inde

pendently of the remaining part of the ſentence.

As, to confeſ, the truth, I was in fault. To own the

ſaćt, I did it. To proceed in my ſtory, he went to Boſ

ton. To conclude my narration, he was fined fifty

pounds, “Yet, to expreſ; this variety, we uſe only

four points.” LowTH.

- ILLUSTRATION. -

To confſ, to own, to proceed, to conclude, toº are

verbs, in the infinitive mode, and they are uſed in an

abſolute ſenſe ; that is, they are not governed by any

preceding verb, noun, or adjećtive; neither are they

uſed as doing the office of nominative caſes to any

ſubſequent verbs, . - *

‘OBSERVATIONs.

1. A verb abſolute, in the infinitive mode, may gov

ern an objećtive word, either expreſſed, or underſtood.

As, to confeſs the truth; to ſee, that is, objećir. *

2. Phraſes, in which the infinitive mode abſolute

is uſed, frequently occur in converſation and writing.

Their conſtrućtion may be elegantly changed, by uſing

the conjunction, that, and a helping vºrb in the poten

tial mode. As, to conſiſ; the truth, "I was in fault.

Changed; that I may confſ, the truth, I was in fault.

The conſtruštion may alſo be changed, by uſing the

pronoun it. As, “to err, is human ; to forgive, divine.”

Changed; it is human to err ; it is divine to forgive.

3. The conjunétion, fºr, is inelegantly uſed before

verbs, in the infinitive mode. As, he came for to ſtudy

Latin. They went for to hear him preach. “All their

works they do for to be ſeen of men.”. .

4. “The infinitive mode of ačtive verbs is often

uſed in a neuter ſignification ; as, they are to blame for

% doing. I'lºft my bookſ to bind. Such infinitives may

be expreſſed perhaps with equal propriety by the infini-.

tive of the paſſive verbs ; as, they are to be blamed for ſo
doing. I left my book, to be bound.” - UsłłER.

** ** RULE XIX.

Prepoſitions govern nouns and pronouns in the ob

jećtive caſe. ºf As,
º

-
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As, he pleads well at the tar ; he ſpeaks gracefully
in the pulpit ; I write for him ; he went to Bºffon ; go

befºre them ; he came ºfter us ; he turned from her, with

diſdain.

ILLUsTRATION. -

At, in, fºr, to, before, after, from, and with, are prepoſi

stions; and they govern bar, pulpit, him, Bºon, them, uſ,

her, and diſdain, in the objećtive caſe. -

- º OBSERVATIONs. -

1. Prepoſitions are often omitted, eſpecially before

pronouns. As, give it wie. Buy him ſome books. Here

zo and for are elegantly omitted, before the pronouns,

me and him.

2. Nouns, that fignify the time, when, or how long,

are frequently uſed without prepoſitions. As, he lived,

four years, at College; that is, during four yearſ....He

went home, loft week; that is, on lºft week. “All the

dayſ of my appointed time, will I wait;” that is, through

all the days, or during all the day.

3. In ſome inſtances, neuter verbs have the appear

ance of governing the following flouns, in the objec

tive. But, even in theſe inſtances, the nouns are gov

erned by prepoſitions underſtood. As, he rode ſixty

miles in one day. He lay ſix weeks, in great agony of
mind and body. He ſlept all night. In#. and ſim

ilar phraſes, the prepoſition, through or during, is under

ſtood, and governs the following nouns in the objećtive.

4. . “The particle a before participles, in the phraſes

a coming, a going, a walking, a ſhooting, &c. and be

fore nouns, as, a bed, a board, a ſhore, a foot, &c.

ſeems, ſays Biſhop Lowth, to be a true and genuine

prepoſition, a little diſguiſed by familiar uſe and quick

pronunciation. Dr. Wallis ſuppoſes it to be the prep

oſition, at. I rather think it to be the prepoſition, on :

at has relation chiefly to place : on has a more general

relation, and may be applied to ačlion as well as place.

I was on coming, on going, &c. that is, employed upou

that particular ačion : So likewiſe thoſe. above

- mentioned, a bed, &c. exačtly anſwer to on bed, on

‘board, on ſhore, on foot. Much in the ſame manner,

G Thomas
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Thomas of Becket, by very frequent and familiar uſe,

became Thomas a Becket; and one of the clock, or per

haps on the clock, is pronounced one a clock.” .

5. The prepoſition, to, is ever uſed before nouns -

of place, after verbs and participles that fignify motion.

As, he went to New York. He is going to Boſton. The

prepoſition, at, is ever uſed, when it follows the neuter

verb, and ſignifies the place where. As, he is at home.

They touched at Cuba.' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '.

6. Engliſh verbs are often compounded of a prepo

ſition and a verb. As, to underſland, to outgo, to with

draw. When the prepoſition is placed before the verb,

it gives the verb a meaning very different from what it

has, when placed after the verb. As, to under/land

'ſignifies to know ; to fiand under ſignifies to be under

ſomething. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "

7. Elegance requires, that we do not uſe prepoſitions
in conjunétion with thoſe verbs, that preſerve their

ſignification without the prepoſitions. As, accept it';

admit him ; approve ; addreſ; attain ; are more elegant

than accept ºf it admit of him ; approve of ; addreſs to :

attain to. ‘. . . . . . . . . . . * * : * , - -

* 8. In general, the ſame prepoſition ſhould follow a

noun, that elegance requires ſhould follow the yerb,

from which the noun is derived. . . s *;

7 . . . . Pºrºs.' * . .”. . . . . * * * Noans.

To comply with. In compliance with.

`To engage in. Engagement in.

To prevail over. Prevalence over.

To condeſcend to. Condeſcenſion to. *

To depart from. ‘Departure from.

To beſtow upon. Beſtownient upon.

To accuſe of Accuſation ºf

To detraćt from. Detraćtion from.

To derogate from. Derogation from.

To differ from. In Difference from. In
reſemblance. reſemblance.

To differ with. In a Difference with. In aquarrez. " . . . . . . quarrel. •

Averſe from, - Averſion from.

* * : . ‘. . . . . . - … . . . . . . Falſe -
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: Accordingly to law. Agreeably with law. If policy

can prevail upon force. Whom you accuſe for luxuri.

ahce of verſe. That variety of factions into which we

are ſtill engaged. Give it to ſhe, -

. . . * * RULE XX. . . .

Conjunétions connect like modes, times and caſes,

except when the ſenſe. does otherwiſe require. As;

virtue and vice are oppoſite in their nature ; and ſo are

tight and darkneft. He, and you, and they, are much en.

gaged. , Bleſſed is the man, who feareth the Lord and
keepeth his commandments. . . º s

. . . . -- ILLUSTRATION." ** * . . .

* I. Virtue and vice are nouns in the nominative caſe,

ahd conneéted by the conjunétion, and . . * . . .

2. He, you and they, are pronouns in the nominative

caſe, and they are conneéted by and, - * ,

3. Feareth and keepeth are àółive verbs, indicative

mode, preſent time, third perſof, ſingular, and connect

ed by the conjunction: - -

, , , , , , , , , , OBSERVATIONS: , , , , , , , ,

1. Although this is a general rule, yet the beſt writ

trs often deviate from it in their praćtice. It is often

i.caſe, that conjunctions connect diffinilar caſes, modet.

aimd timãì. -

2, Grammarians, in general, ſay, that the relative,

wiło, when uſed after the conjunétion, than, muſt always

be in the objećtive caſe. As, Moſes, than whom a

rheeker man never lived, was not perfeót. I have juſt

been reading Mr. Addiſoli, than when he writer is

more pure in his ſtyle.

- Beelzebub, iian whºm,

*-

. . . . atan except, none higher fat." Mitros,

º br. Lowth approves the uſe of whom in this exam

ple, in ſaying, that “the relative, who, having reference

to no verb or prepoſition underſtood, but only to its an

tecedent, is, when it follows than, always in the ob

jećtive caſe; even though the pronoun, if ſubſtituted

in its place, would be in the nominative.” This re

mark of the learned Biſhop has been adopted by nearly

- º all

* Grammar, p. 108.
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all the Grammarians that have written fince he pub

liſhed his moſt excellent Treatiſe. Perhaps the remark

is erroneous. “For, as in the circumſtances mention

ed by the Biſhop, there is no word that can occaſion

the relative to be in the objećtive caſe, neither than nor.

the antecedent having that power, and no verb or prep

oſition governing it, either expreſſed or underſtood, it

feems improper to put it in that caſe ; particularly

when we conſider that who has the ſame regimen that

belongs to a perſonal pronoun, which part of ſpeech
would, in this caſe, be in the nominative caſe—nºne

Åigher ſat than he (ſat ;) and that who after than, may as

properly refer to, andÉ. the verb, ſat underſtood,

as he, or any other per onal pronoun.” ,-

If the preceding obſervations be juſt, then it is very

improper to uſe the relative,whom, after the conjunétion,

than. At leaſt there is no neceſſity of uſing this form

of ſpeech. “I have juſt been reading Mr. Addiſon,

than whom no writer is more pure in his ſtyle,” may be

elegantly altered thus: “I have juſt been reading Mr.

Addiſon, and no writer is more pure in his ſtyle than

he.” The latter arrangement preſerves the purity and

correótneſs of language; while the former offends a

gainſt both. -

f When the qualities of things are compared, the

laſt noun is not governed by the conjunélion, tham, or as :

but the noun either agrees with the verb, or is governed

by the verb, or a prepoſition expreſſed, or underſtood.

As, ſhe is taller than I (am.). He is older than you (are.).

This is whiter than that (is.) You are as young as he

(is.) You hate me more than (you hate) him. *

- Falſe Grammar.

People forgiveas long as them love. You, and her, and

him,are tobe blamed. She is more fond of gaiety than him.

- - - - RULE XXI. . . .

Conjunétions, implying doubt, or conditionality,

govern the following verbs in the conjunétive mode :

As, if he come. If thou love him. Though I were

there. Though he fall, he ſhall not be utterly caſt

down. - - ILLUSTRATION,

* Charles Coote, p. 246.

º

w
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jećtive caſes.”

- ILLUSTRATION. º -

The conjunétions, if, and though, imply condition

ality of event ; and, conſequently, govern the verbs.

come, love, were, and fall, in the conjunctive mode,

- - Oeservations. -

1. The indicative mode is properly uſed after con

junétions, when they do not imply contingency, or

uncertainty of event. When certainty of event, of

aćtion, is implied, or expreſſed, the verb ought ever to

be in the indicative mode. Upon this principle, the

following ſentences are improper. “Though he were a

ſon, yet learned he obedience by the things that he ſuf.

fered.” “Though the Lord be high, yet hath he reſped

unto the lowly.” The ſubjunctive mode, in theſe ſen.

tences, is improperly uſed : For the ſºnſhip of Chriſ

admits no doubtfulneſs, or conditionality. In the othet

inſtance, the writer did not mean to affirm, that the

Lord's ſupremacy, or exalted ſtation, was a matter of

uncertainty, but as a certain fact.

2. Pronouns, implying uncertainty, govern the con

junétive mode, AS, whoever he be ; whichſoever he

chºſe. - -

3. That, when it, expreſſes condition, governs this

mode. As, on condition that he perform his promiſe.

This word when it refers to a preceding command,

muſt have the following verb in the conjunctive. As

“Take heed, that thou ſpeak not to Jacob.”

SYNTAX of PARTICIPLES.

“Few languages allow ſo extenſive an uſe of par

ticiples as the Engliſh. Our participles, beſides their

natural ſignification and power as verbs, ſometimes

put on the form of ſubſtantives, and ſometimes of ad

jećtives; they frequently ſerve as nominative and ob

UstiER.

It may, therefore, be proper to notice their particular

uſes, and rules of government.
- , - RULE I.

Participles govern the ſame caſe, as the verbs from

which they are derived, govern, -

- - • ‘G 2. -- - - - AS,
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As, they found him tranſgreſſing the lawſ. “And

he went into the ſynagogue—diſputing, and perſuading

the things concerning the kingdom of God.”

“She, having toſſed on the whole ocean the Tro

janſ.” - VIRGIL.

e ILLUSTRATION. . . . . . .

The words, tranſgreſſing, diſputing, and perſuading, are

participles of the preſent time, and they govern the

nouns, lawſ and things, in the objective caſe.

Having toſſed is a participle of the paſſ, per. and

governs the noun, Trojanſ, in the objective.

OBSERVATIONs. *

1. That preſent participles my govern nouns in the

objećtive caſe is evident : For they govern pronoams in

the obječtive. As, “teaching them.” “Teaching uſ,

that denying ungodlineſs.” - -

2. Preſent participles of neuter verbs may occaſion

ally govern either a nominative or objective caſe. . It is

becoming them. Becoming is here a participle of the

preſent time, from the neuter verb, become, and it gov

erns the pronoun, them, in the objective. Holineſs &e-

coming thy houſe, is the delight of ſaints....Who, moving
majeſtically, the queen of heaven. Who, being the

brightneſs of his glory, 8ce page 54, Rule III.

- RUI.E. H. - -

When a prepoſition is prefixed to a participle, the

participle governs the following noun in the objective.

As, blefied is the man, that keepeth his hand from

dºing any evil. In dºing this, thou ſhalt ſave th; ſelf. By

lºving virtue, miſery may be ſhºnned. A you.g ſcholar,

by pºſiting his findies, by avoiding bad company, and cuſ:

wating morality, may riſe to eminence. - --

(LLUSTRATION.

Doig, loving, pºſitiº, avăli”g.and cultivating, are par

ticiples preceded by the prepoſitious, / 27, in, and by ;

and thcy govern the words, evº', this, vi tile, ſtudies, com: ,

bany, and morality, in the obječtive cale. -

- CBSERVATIONs. -

1. It frequently happens, that participles, precede;

>y prepoſitions, i.ive to government of caſe afterº
. 2.

-
- .

i

|

, -
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As, in learning to dance. They talked of returning to

Boſton, laſt week. He has no objection agai'ſ going
with us. - -

2. This form of expreſſion anſwers to that form,

which in Latin, is called the gerund, and may proper

ly be called the gerundial participle. In this uſe, it

often has the regimen of a verb. -

3. “Care muſt be taken by the learner to diſtinguiſh

this manner of employing the participle from the ordi

nary way in which it is uſed; for a ſentence may ſome

times happen to be ſo worded, that one of theſe accep

tations may ſuit the words, though not the context, as

well as the other; as in theſe inſtances, viz. “he was

cured by attenuating medicine, he acquired knowledge

from obſerving men.” In the former paſſage, attenuating,

as a participle, will agree with the noun, medicine, and

the phraſe, attenuating medicines, will ſignify ſuch medi

cines as attenuate, or make thin, the humours of the

body ; but confidered in its capacity as a gerund, atten.

uating will govern medicineſ, and the words attenuating

wedicines will imply the act of making medicines thin ;

the reader, however, with a little conſideration, will

perceive that though the latter ſenſe may grammatical

ly be deduced from the words in queſtion, it will not

fuit the context, which would require the words to be

taken in the other ſignification. In the latter example,

if we take obſerving in its participial import, it will agree

with men, and will intimate, that the men, frºm whom

“he acquired knowledge,” were perſons who obſerveſ,

or took great notice of things in general ; whereas, in

its gerundial acceptation, it will give a different turn to

the ſentence, which will then imply, that “he acquired

knowledge from the pračtice of obſerving, or making

remarks on men.” - Coote,

4. . A participle, in its gerundial capacity, is often

placed immediately after an ačtive verb. As, I cannot

Cºmit noticing tºs truth. He cannot forbear remarkin

§ were things. They could not avoid feeing me, as

paſſed along the road, - -

- RuLE
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RULE III. -

When the preſent participle has the definite article,

the, before it, the prepoſition, of, ought always to follow :

in this caſe the participle is converted into the nature

of a noun. / *

As, the loving of our enemies is the will of God. By

the making ºf good laws, and the executing of them, the

happineſs of man is ſecured. “Which befel me, by

the lying in wait ºf the Jews.” *

ILLUSTRATION. --

Joving, making, executing, and lying, are originally par

ticiples of the preſent time; and they are converted

into mouns, by the article, the, and the prepoſition, of:

OBSERVATIONs. -

1. That partieiples, in this form, put on the very

nature and meaning of nouns, is evident from the fol

lowing example : The executing of good laws will

ſtrengthen government ; changed, the execution of good

laws will ſtrengthen government. -

2. If either the or of be omitted, we ſhould be careful

to omit both ; and then the participle will remain in its

primitive fignification. As, by lying in wait, the Jews

attempted to kill Paul. By executing good laws, happi

neſs is ſecured to man. . .

3. Our beſt writers frequently make great miſtakes.

in their manner of uſing the participles of the preſent

time. We often find, in their writings, ſentences of

the following conſtrućtion; by loving of our enemies.

By the preaching repentance. By ſhunning of evil. By

the ſending to them. In mumbling of the game. Theſe

expreſſions offend againſt the rules of grammar. The

ufing of participles partly as nouns, and partly as ger

unds, wholly confounds two diſtinčt modes of expreſ

ſion. The inſertion of the article, the, and prepoſition, of,

or the total omiſſion of both of them, would have pre

vented the confuſion, that is obſervable in the above:

quotations. -

4. “This rule, ſays Biſhop Lowth, ariſes from the

nature and idiom of our language ; and, from as plain.

a principle as any on which it is founded;*
- that
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that a word, which has the article, the, before it, and the

poſleſfive prepoſition, of, after it, muſt be a noun; and

if a noun, it ought to follow the conſtruction of a noun,

and not the regimen of a verb.”

-- RULE IV.

Participial, or verbal, nouns, govern the nouns that:

follow them in the objećtive caſe. * -

As, I heard of his writing a book. In Chriſt's§:
human nature, there was a great diſplay of condeſcen.

fion. When the Parliament heard of Waſhington's

taking Cornwallir. We frequently hear of the Indians’

enduring hardſhips. There is much fortitude ſhown in

a man's conquering his paſſions, Thy felicity depends on

thy having contračied an alliance with this family.

W. ILLUSTRATION.

riting, aſſuming, taking, enduring, conquering, and

having.# : .*sº .. they

govern book, nature, Cornwallis, hardſhipſ, paſſionſ, and

alliance, in the objećtive caſe.

OBSERVATIONs, .

1. Verbal nouns ſhould either have a pronoun poſ

ſeſſive united to them, or the noun that precedes them

ſhould be in the poſſeſſive caſe.

2. They are called verbal nouns, becauſe they have

the government of the verbs from which they are de

rived ; and alſo becauſe they admit prepoſitions to pre

cede them, that govern them as nouns in the objećtive.

3., Verbal nouns are often uſed without an obječtive

caſe following them. As, they heard of his dying. I

knew of his working. This is the Lord’s doing. “To

expreſs men's being ſo circumſtanced ; as, one's being in

health. When we ſpeak of ambition’s being reſtleſs.”

BLAIR. But the objective caſe, in moſt inſtances, is

either expreſſed, or underſtood. s

4. This verbal noun may ſtand as the nominative

caſe to a following verb. As, men's continuing in fin is

the cauſe of their deſtrućtion. His dying, reduced the

family to poverty. His being apprehended, was the cauſe

of the other villain's ſecreting himſelf. His having been

taught
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taught the arts and ſciences, in early life, was very ben."
tficial to him in all his future ſtations. -

This verbal noun is frequently uſed as a ſubſtan

tive in the obječtive caſe ; and, in this uſe, it is govern

ed by the preceding verb. As, his parents bemoaned his

#ing taken a priſoner. He repented his having neglefied

his ſtudies at College. They regret their having been diſ-,

appointed by this man. -

6. Verbal nouns may follow nouns and pronouns '

in the poſſeſſive caſe. But when the participle is not

connected with a noun in the poſſeſſive, or with a pro-.

noun poſſeſſive, it may not be confidered as a verbal.

noun. As, who ever heard of a miſer deſpiſing riches 2.

The Americans cºnquering the Britons, have eſtabliſhed:

their martial bravery and ſkill. A woman hating flat

têry, is a prodigy in nature. A man conteinming honour,

is incapable of noble actions. In theſe inſtances, de- .

Jºiáng, conquering, kating, and contemming, are participles,

that agree with their nouns, miſer, Americant, wºman,

and man, according to Rule VI. ; and they govern ricker,

Jłritons, flattery and honºur, in the objećtive, according

to Rule I, under participies,

Reft v. 2

A participle, joined to an adverb, is independent,

As, Dr. Robertſon's hiſtory of South America, is, gener

ally ſpeaking, exceedingly well written. “Two objećts

may ſometimes be very happily compared together,

though they reſemble each other, ſtricily ſpeaking, in
tºothing.” - - - - - - - - - - - BLAIR.

-> IL:USTRAttöN. -

In theſe ſentences, the participles feating, in con

fiexion with the adverbs, generally andjirićily, are wholly

independent of the ſentences, in which they are uſed. .

A participle, in this poſition, has neither government:

of caſe, nor agreement with any noun. And it may,

therefore, be called the independent participle:

RULE VI. - -

A noun, joined with a participle, and ſtanding inde

pendent of the reſt of the ſentence, is in the nominative

caſe independent. As,
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As, the General being ſlain, the army was routed.

Affair; being thus circumſtanced, it is adviſeable not

to proceed in this buſineſs. The parliament having juſ:

fifted the king's condućt, the mob diſperſed. The%
tºy being compºſed, he reſumed his oration, “Now, in

the fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius Cæſar, Pontieſ

Pilate being governor of Judea, and Herod being tetrarch

of Galilee-Annas and Caiapº ling the high prieſts,
, the word of God came unto John.”

ILLUSTRATION. . . .

General, ºffiiri, Parliament, aſºmbly, Pontin: Piºre,

Herod, Anna; and Caiaphar, are nouns in the nominative

cafe independent. - - , , - -

OBSERVATIONs. -

1. Nouns, in the nominative caſe independent, have

no connexion, either by government or agreement,

with any other part of ſpeech in the ſentences, in which

they are uſed. - -

2. But participles, conne&ted with independent

nouns, have an agreement with the nouns. And it is

frequently the caſe, that participles in this connexion,

may govern an objećtive caſe after them. As, the ſin* the cloud, it began to grow warm. ... W.

§ This nominative caſe independent anſwers to the

caſe, which, in Latin, is called the ablative, and in

Greek, the genitive abſolute. As, imperante Auguſło,

natuseſt Chriſtus: Imperante Tiberio, crucifixus. Tranſ

Jated; Auguſtus being emperor, Chriſt was born : Tiberius

being emperor, he was crucified. -

. . 4. This mode of expreſfion may be altered, by uſing

the neuter verb, to be, and conjunctions of the following

kind, ar, ſince, &c. As affairs are thus circumſtanced, it is

adviſeable not to proceed in this buſineſs.

-- - Falſe Grammar.

Her dying, the people lamented. U, returning, the

enemy fled. Him deſcending from his throne, the peo

ple ſhouted. -

* Them flying, the enemy reſumed their courage. Thee

ſpeaking, the audience attended.



RULE VII.

Participles often govern the verbs following them in

the infinitive mode. º

1. . The preſent participle governs the following

verb in the infinitive mode. As, in learning to write,

the hand muſt move gently over the paper. Much time.

was ſpent in teaching him to read and cypher. In attempt

ing to eſcape, they alarmed the guard. “In the latter

times ſome ſhall depart from the faith—fºrbidding to

marry and commanding to abſtain from meats.” The

words in Italicſ, are participles of the preſent time, and

they govern the verbs, to write, to read, to eſcape, to marry,

and to abſtain, in the infinitive mode. -

2. Participles of the paſt time have alſo a government

of verbs in the infinitive mode. As, he being inſirudied

to behave gracefully they having been taught to rever

ence their parents—. The ſoldiers having been diſci

plined to obey their officers—. - * *

“And born to write, converſe, and live with eaſe.” Pope.

The words italiciºd are participles of the paſt time;

and they govern the following verbs, to behave, to rever

ence, to obey, and to write, in the infinitive mode. -

3. Participles of the preſent and paſt time are ſome

times uſed in the room of verbs, in the infinitive mode.

As, the art of ſinging... A defire of ſeeing him. Deſirous

of ſeeing him. Capable of doing this. He had a defire

of being taught. . Theſe phraſes may be thus changed :

The art to ſing. A defire to ſee him. Capable to do this.

He had a deſire to be taught. -

#PPENDIX.



A P P E N D I X.

REMARKS on the ELLIPSIs. .

LLIPSIS, when applied to grammar, is the elegant

omiſfion of ſome one part, or parts, of ſpeech in a ſen

tence. z - -

The part of ſpeech, that is omitted, muſt be added in idea,

either to complete the ſenſe, or to parſe the ſentence gram

matically.

To ſhun the unpleaſing repetition of words, and to have

the mode of expreſſion as elegant as poſſible, is the main de

{ign of the ellipſis.

That this figure may be uſed with elegance, the ſpeaker,

or writer, ſhould be careful to ſhun all ambiguity of expreſ.

£ion. Whenever the meaning is darkened, the figure is im

properly uſed.

Simple ſentences are ſeldom elliptical : but compound ſen

tences are very often affected with this figure. -

To produce ſome examples of elliptical ſentences, is the

teſt method to impreſs the underſtanding with the propriety,

or impropriety, of uſing the ellipſis.

Ellipsis of the ART1cle.

The men, women, and children; together with the cattle,

houſes, barns, and fields, were all deſtroyed.

The repetition of the article the, before each noun, in this

ſentence, is needleſs.

When any peculiar emphaſis is to be placed upon the nouns,

then the repetition of the article the is both neceſſary and el

egant. w

“But of that day, and that hour, knoweth no man; no,

not the angels, which are in heaven, neither the Son, but the

Father.” *

Ellipsis of the Noun.

...A moſt kind, tender, and faithful hiſłand. A moſt beau

*ſal, amiable, prudent, and virtuous wift.
H Sentences,

\
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- Sentences, that are very emphatical, will not admit the el

lipſis. -

“Chriſt, the power of God, and the wiſdom of God.”

Chrift, the power and wiſdom of Gºd, is not fo emphatical.

He went to St. Stephen's. He is dean of St. Paul's.

Whoſe book is this It is Peter's. This is good compoſi

tion ; and more elegant, than if the nouns, omitted by the el

lipſis, were ſupplied. And, yet, in parfing, we muſt ſay, St.

Stephen's Chapel ; St. Paul’s Church ; it is Peter’s book.

Ellipsis of THE ADJ Ective.

Waſhington is a great ſcholar, ſtateſman, and general.

In ſentences of this kind, care ſhould be taken, that the

adjectives, omitted, be as proper to qualify the latter, as for

mer noun. -

The ellipſis of adjećtives ſhould never be applied to nouns

of different nsmbers. -

Ellipsis of the Pronoun.

“My houſe and tenements to Ned.”* My book, pen,

ink, and paper. My father and mother, ſiſters and brothers.

• If the expreſſions demand a particular emphaſis, we muſt

diſpenſe with the figure. .

“O, ſend out thy light and thy truth. The Lord is my

light and my ſalvation.” - -

Ellipsis of the Verb. -

“And knoweft not that, thou art wretched, and miſerable,

and poor, and blind, and naked.”

To omit verbs, in ſimilar inſtances, is very proper. In the

preceding ſentences, the conjunction that, the pronoun thou,

and the verb art, are omitted in four different places ; and,

yet, there is no obſcurity of ſenſe. . . - a .

When ſeveral verbs, in ſucceſſion, are uſed in the infinitive

mode, elegance requires that, to, the ſign of the infinitive

mode, ſhould be omitted before all, but the firſt. -

To love and feat God is man's duty. -

Ellipsis of THE ADVER8.

He walks, ſpeaks, and behaves, very genteelly. He teaches

his ſcholars to ſpell, read, and write, correà'y.

- - - Ellipsis

* * * * * Mr. Pope, -
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Etlipsis of THE CoxJUNction.

God is to be loved for his truth, goodneſs, mercy, and grace.

In all emphatical expreſſions, the conjunction ought to be

uſed. - - - -

“For I am perſuaded that, neither death, nor life, nor an

gels, nor principalities, nor powers, nor things preſent, nor

things to come, nor height, nor depth, nor any other creature,

ſhall be able to ſeparate us from the love of God.” -

Correſponding conjun:lions ſhould never be omitted. A

few examples will evince the impropriety of omitting correſ.

pondent conjunctions, - . º

So—ar. #º. is not ſº large as Boſton. Providence

is not more large ſo Boſton. - -

As—as. He is as learned a man aſ you. He is ſo learh

ed a man as you. -

IWhether—or. Whether it were you, or they, that played,

Jºhether it were you, nor they, that played, -

Neither—mor. Neither this man, nor his father. Neither

this man, or his father.

Either—or. Chooſe either this, or that. Chooſe tiller

this, and that. -

Though—yet. Though he is not polite, yet he is learned

and virtuous. Though he is not polite, he is learned and vir

tuOllS. - *

So—that. It is ſo plain, that you muſt know it. It is ſº

plain, you muſt know it. --> * -

ELL 1 p.srs of T H E PRF position.

To finiſh his education, he made a tour through England,

France, Italy, Germany, and Holland. - -

The repetition of the prepoſition through, before all theſe

nouns, would be inelegant. And where neither ſenſe nor

perſpicuity demands the uſe of a prepoſition, it ſhould be

avoided. * : -

Ellips is of T H E INTERJ E cTION.

Thomas anſwered and ſaid, my Lord and my God. Ralli.

Good maſter. Yes, Sir. No, Madam. -

The following quotations are very elliptical. “Let us ſwal

low them up alive as the grave, and whole, as thoſe that go

down intº the pit.” (Prov, i. 12.) Supplied : Let thou us ſwal

- - low
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low them up alive, as the grave*:::::: them up alive, and

At thou us ſwallow them up whole, as thoſe are ſwallowed up

whok, that go down into the pit.
-

That this verſe cannot be parſed without ſupplying, in idea,

the words that are omitted, by the ellipſis, is evident to all ac
quainted with the rules of Syntax. - - w

“That we may enjoy ourſelves, let us be temperate, chaſte,

moderate ; that we may enjoy one another, let us be benevo

Jent, humane, charitable; that we may enjoy God, let us be

Pious, devout, and holy; deteſting the vices, and deſpiſing
the vanities of this world.”

That we may enjoy ourſelves, let us be temperate, that we

*ay enjoy ourſelves let us be chaſte, and that we may enjoy our

Jekwer % ut be moderate; that we may enjöy one another, let

us be benevolent, that we may enjoy one another, let uſ be hu

mane, and that we may enjoy one another, let us be charitable;

that we may enjoy God, let us be pious, that we may enjoy

God, let us be devout, and that we may enjoy God, let us be ho

ly; deteſting the vices, and deſpiſing the vanities of the world.

That the uſe of the grammatical ellipſis, under certain cir

cumſtances, is neceſſary as well as elegant, appears by this an

titheſis. The repetition of the words in Italics, darkens, in a

meaſure, the ſenſe ; leſſens the majeſty of expreſſion; and

greatly fatigues the mind.

P U N C T U. A T 1 O N.

UNCTUATION teaches the nature, and application of

the ſopr, that are uſed in compoſition.

The ſtops, or marks, uſed in compoſition, are eight. They
are named as follows: -

1. A comma y

2. A ſemicolon ;

3. A colon :

4. A period -

5. The parentheſis ()
a 6. The horizontal ſtroke —

- 7. The interrogation ?

8. The exclamation !

- The

* SEED's Sermons, as quoted by Ellin Devis.
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The proper uſe of theſe marks is attended with ſome diffi

culty; and has been thought, by ſome, not reducible to any

determinate rules.

But, as our beſt writers are, confeſſedly, the ſtandard of

compoſition; ſo their uſe of the ſtops, or marks, in compoſi

tion, ought to be the ſtandard of punétuation. º

They obſerve, generally, the following rules of punétuation.

1. A comma muſt not be uſed, in a ſimple ſentence.

As, this pen is mine. That is your book. He is a good

ſcholar. º *

2. All important adverbs muſt be ſeparated by commas.

As, this man, however, has ſome amiable qualifications. -

That the dead will be raiſed, is, therefore, a doćtrine of great

importance. I am, moreover, determined not to imitate.

him.

3. A comma muſt be placed, after a noun, that is govern.

ed by a verb, in the infinitive mode independent.

As, to confeſs the truth; he is the beſt ſcholar.

4. An adverb, qualifying a verb, in the infinitive mode

independent, muſt be ſeparated, by a comma, from the follow

ing ſentence. - }

As, “Nevertheleſs, at this time of day to think wiſely, we -

muſt not always think with philoſophers.”

5. A comma muſt be placed after a participle, that isjoined.

to a noun, in the nominative caſe independent.

As, his authority being diſputed, he could not command the .

army.

y When an adverb qualifies the participle that is joined

to the independent noun, then a comma muſt be placed after it.

As, the moon ſhining brightly, they began their march.

The cannon being fired early, the enemy formed themſelves

in battle array.

7. The independent participle, joined to an adverb, muſt be

ſeparated, by commas, from the ſentence. --- -

As, “When the ſenſe admits it, the ſooner they are diſ.

patched, generally ſpeaking, the better.” BLAIR.

8. A ſentence, in which the preſent participle is converted :

into a noun, by the article the and prepoſition of, muſt be ſepa
rated, by commas, •

H 2. Asy,
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As, the old world was drowned, by the overflowing of wa

ters. By the avoiding of vile companions, young men eſcape."

many calamities.

When this noun is the nominative caſe to the verb, then the

comma is not to be uſed. -

As, the repenting of ſinners gives joy to the celeſtial regions.

The comma is only uſed, when the noun is in the obječtive

caſe, and governed by a preceding prepoſition. -

9. A ſentence muſt be ſeparated, by commas, in which the

preſent participle, having a prepoſition preceding it, governs a

moun in the objećtive.

As, Our heavenly Father, by diffuſing his bleſſings, ſhews that

he is kind. -

10. Nouns, that fignify the time when or how long, admit.

commas before, and after, them.

As, he will go, next week, to Boſton. He ſerved, ſeven

years, in the army.

11. All nouns and pronouns, expreſſing perſons to whom

addreſſes are made, muſt be ſeparated by commas.

As, “Thou art, O King, a king of kings.” I am, kind Sir,

your moſt affectionate friend. -

12. When two or more ſubſtantives are arranged, in a ſen

tence, they ſhould be ſeparated from each other, and alſo from

the following verb. - -

As, raptures, tranſports, and ecſtacies, are the rewards

which they confer. - -

Climate, ſoil, laws, cuſtoms, food, and other incidental dif.

ferences, have produced an aſtoniſhing variety, in the com

plexion, features, manners and faculties, of the human ſpecies,

The reaſon of this rule is plain. Every word conveys a

diſtinét thought; and ought, conſequently, as in nature, ſo in

reading and writing, to be diſtinguiſhed from each other. This,

principle explains the propriety of a few following rules.

13. When nouns in ſucceſſion are accompanied with adject

tives, they admit their being ſeparated by commas.

As, an extenſive plain, the boundleſs ocean, a verdant lawn,

a Thady grove, a meandering river, a diverſified landſcape, a

high mountain, and the ſtarry firmament, are beautiful, ſublime,

and magnificent, objećts. - ,---

- - “. . x - 14. A

*

º
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14. A number of adječtives, in ſucceſſion, each of which

may qualify the preceding, or following, noun, may be ſepa

rated, from each other, by a comma.

As, in ſupport of his opinion, the Hon. Gentleman, that

ſpoke laſt, has uſed the moſt plain, cogent, and concluſive, ar

guments. Sacred hiſtory contains a ſimple, chaſte, faithful,

diſpaſſionate, and impartial narration, of facts.

That each ſeparate adječtive qualifies the ſubſequent noun,

is very plain. And, conſequently, each adjećtive ought to be

diſtinguiſhed by a comma. The moſt modern European

writers ſeparate the laſt adječtive from the noun. The propriety

of this practice is obvious; for the firſt, or ſecond, adjećtive

affects, or qualifies, the noun, as much as the laſt. It is, there

fore, proper, that the laſt ſhould be ſeparated from the noun.

In certain caſes, a comma may be placed after the conjunc
tion that. C

15. A number of verbs, or adverbs, in ſucceſſion, may be

ſeparated by a comma. - -

As, in a ſermon, a preacher may explain, demonſtrate, infer,

exhort, admoniſh, comfort. * - . . . . . *

Exerciſe ferments the humours, caſts them into their propen

channels, throws off redundances, and aſſiſts nature, in her.

neceſſary operations, - -

To live temperately, chaſtely, ſoberly, righteouſly, and piouſly, in this world, is the path to immortal life. a

16, Nouns, or adječtives, or verbs, that are conne&ted, in

pairs, by the conjunction and, may not be ſeparated, by a

QO}llma, , -

As, there is an eſſential difference between light and dark.

neſs, virtue and vice, wiſdom and folly, happineſs and miſery,

time and eternity. - -

Jealouſy is cruel and unreaſonable, haſty and cºpricious,

violent and inſatiable, mean and contemptible.

Man was made to fear and adore, reverence and obey, love

and enjoy, his Maker. -

17. A comma may be placed after the disjunctive, or, when

it connects two, or more, nouns of oppoſite meaning.

As, who can deſcribe the growth, or decay, of plants?

18. Two nouns, or adjećtives, or verbs, connected by diſ.

junctive conjunétions, if the latter be accompanied with a

qualifying term, may be ſeparated by a comma. As, sº
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As, moſt novels contain corrupt maxims, or debauching in

centives. -

Muſic will captivate the attention of men, or even the brutal

creation. - -

To be, or not to be, that is the queſtion. -

19. It is beſt to omit the comma, when a qualifying terms

is not joined to the laſt word. -

As, libertines call religion bigotry or ſuperſtition.

In the eclogue, there muſt be nothing rude or vulgar, finical

or affected, ſubtle or abſtruſe.

Men either love or hate, reverence or difiepećt, obey or

diſobey, their Maker. * .

20. Nouns in appoſition, and the latter being exegetical of

the former, or accompanied with a qualifying term, may be :

ſeparated, by a comma, from the reſt of the ſentence.

As, Solomon, the Son of David, was the wiſeſt of men.

Jeſus Chriſt, the Saviour of the World, was born in the reign

of Auguſtus Cæſar.

21. But when the latter noun is not exegetical of the for

mer, not accompanied with a qualifying term, a comma ſhould.

not be placed between them. - * >

As, the emperor Marcus Aurelius was a moſt humane prince.

22, Relative pronouns, and ſome adverbs, admit a commas

before them. . - -

As, he is a fop, who is proud of fine clothes. Strength a

and weapons cannot avail, where conduct and courage are :

wanting. -

23. A comma may be uſed before a prepoſition, when the

ſentence will admit a pauſe, or, when the prepoſition is follow

ed by a relative pronoun.

As, pride and malevolence will be contemned, in ſpite of .

all the riches and honours a man may poſſeſs. ,

The United States are an empire, in which republican prin-i-

ciples are well underſtood.

24. The two members of a compound ſentence, that may,

be elegantly tranſpoſed, may have a comma inſerted between .

them.

As, our beſt actions would make us bluſh, if men underſtood :

our real motives. -

25. A comma ſhould ever be uſed, in a ſentence, where.

he verb is underſtood. As,
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As, to err is human; to forgive, divine, -

26. A ſentence, in which the relative pronoun is the nomi

native caſe to the verb, ſhould ever be ſeparated by commas.

As, men, who are intemperate, are deſtructive members of

community.

To inſert but one comma, in ſentences of this kind, is bad

punétuation. - -

As, he who knows not how to obey, knows not how to

command. tº

27. The nominative caſe, when accompanied with ſeveral

qualifying terms, may be ſeparated, from the verb, by a

COmma. - -

As, the good taſte of the preſent age, has not ſuffered us

to negleśt the cultivation of the Engliſh language.

28. But, when, neither a parenthetical ſentence, nor any

clauſe equivalent to a parentheſis, intervenes, between the

nominative caſe and the verb, the comma is improperly uſed.

As, the ſociety of ladies is a ſchool of urbanity.

29. A circumſtance, or parenthetical expreſſion, inſerted,

between the nominative eaſe and the verb, or between the

verb and objećtive caſe, muſt be ſeparated by commas.

As, “This attention to the ſeveral caſes, when to omit, and,

when to redouble, the copulative, is of confiderable importances

to all, who ſtudy eloquence.” Blair.

“Strong ſenſe, united to delicate ſentiments, improved by

ftudy and obſervation, and free from prejudice, is neceſſary to

form a proper judge of literary produćtions.”

30. An adjećtive, followed by other dependent words, may

have a comma before it. -

... As, Homer's Iliad is a book, full of the moſt animating

figures, and ſublimeſt machinery. -

31. A compariſon, having ſeveral terms, and introduced,

by an adjective implying likeneſs, may have a comma preced

, ing it. -

As, “The muſic of Carryl, was like the memory of joys,

that are paſt, pleaſant and mournful to the ſoul.” -

32. A comma may be inſerted before a participle, that ad

mits ſome ſubſequent words. -

As, Milton compares the ſtandard of Satan to a meteor,.

ſtreaming in the air. 33. A

* Oſſian's Poems,
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33. A majeſtic expreſſion, or one in the form of a quotation,

may have a comma before it. * - -

As, God ſaid, let there be light.

It wounds the pride of man to ſay, I have ſinned. . . .

The comma is a point moſt uſed in compoſition. The uſe:

of it, therefore, requires a particular explanation. My remarks

on the other points will be leſs diffuſive.

- SF Micolon. *

A member of a ſentence, whether ſimple or compounded,

that requires a greater pauſe than a comma; and, yet does not.

make a complete ſentence, but is followed by ſomething cloſe

ly depending on it, may be diſtinguiſhed by a ſemicolon.

A ſemicolon requires, in reading, a longer pauſe than a

Comma,

1. A ſemicolon may be placed before ſome conjunctions,.

that expreſs an inference, or an oppoſition. -

As, let your conduct be gentle and unaffected ; and it will

certainly be engaging. * - - -

. A jeſt is not an argument; nor is a loud laugh demonſtra.
tion. - - ;

2. Sentences, that have a diſtinét connexion with one

another, may be ſeparated by a ſemicolon. - .

As, “They are naturally led to think, that he has a clear

and full conception of all that can be ſaid, on both ſides of .

the argument; that he has entire confidence in the goodneſs.

of his own cauſe ; and does not attempt to ſupport it, by any

artifice, or concealment.” - BLAIR.

3. All complete ſentences may have a period, at the end.

And, yet, if ſeveral ſhort ſentences follow each other, in cloſe

ſucceſſion, and there is a degree of connexion in their ſenſe,

they may be ſeparated by a ſemicolon. . . . .

As, “The pride of wealth is contemptible; the pride of

learning is pitiable; the pride of dignity and rank is ridicu.

lous; but the pride of bigotry is inſupportable.”

Colon.

1. A colon is uſed when the preceding ſentence is com

plete in ſyntax; but is followed by another ſentence as exe

getical of the former, or as an additional obſervation, or as an

inference,

As,
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As, the virtuous are ſubmiſfive to the will of God : the

vicious complain. - -

The penitent and believing will be happy in the other

world: the impenitent and unbelieving will be miſèrable.

2. A colon ought to be uſed, when an example, or quota

tion, or a ſpeech, is introduced in the following manner.

As, “The firſt is the name of Abelard : “Dear fatal

name !” Next Eloiſa ſpeaks to herſelf; and perſonifies her

heart for this purpoſe : “Hide it, my heart, within that cloſe

diſguiſe.” - BLAIR.

All our poſſeſſions and pleaſures have this inſcription : re

joice with trembling. - -

3. In general we ſhou'd uſe but one colon in a ſentence;

for two conſequential ſentences, or exegetical obſervations,

feldom meet together. -

As, “Perſpicuous and pure he is in the higheſt degree;

his precificn, indeed, not very great ; yet nearly as great as

the ſubjects which he treats of require : the conſtruction of

this ſentences eaſy, agreeable, and commonly very muſical ;

carrying a chara&er of ſmoothneſs, more than of ſtrength.”

PER iod. - .

1. Fr. Engliſh, a ſentence of any kind that is complete in

itſelf, or not dependent on any other, is called a period; and

the mark of this name is placed at the cloſe. -

As, “The ſtyle is flowing and full, without being too dif.

fuſe. It is flowery, but not gaudy; elevated, but not oſten

tatious.” - BLAIR. *

2. Two or more ſhcºt ſentences coming together, and

having no connexion in meaning, or ſyntax, ought to be con

fidered as complete ſentences, and to be, accordingly, ſeparat

ed by periods. - -

As, fear God. Honour the king, Love thy neighbour.

Forgive thine enemy. Rejoice evermore. Pray without ceaſing.

3. A period muſt ever be uſed at the end of abbreviations.

As, Dr. Mr. Chap. Sec. Eſq. Feb. Jan.

- Parent Hesis,

A parentheſis is a ſentence, inſerted in the middle of anoth

er ſentence, and containing ſome remark, that has no con

- - - aexion

* Blair's cpiriçn of Addiſon's ſtyle.
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nexion with the ſentence, in which it is inſerted. Parenthe

ſes ever break the unity of ſentences. Elegant writers, there.

fore, endeavour to avoid a frequent uſe of them.

HorizonTAL STRoke.

1. This ſtroke may, properly, be uſed, when the ſentence )

breaks off ſuddenly. As, - -

“But oh! Ulyſſes—deeper than the reſt.”

“If thou beeſt he—but oh! how fallen.”

2. Where a long pauſe is neceſſary, and a perſon is wait

‘ing for an anſwer. -

As, “Hold up thy hand, make ſignal of that hope—

. He dies, and makes no ſign.”

3, . In ſentences where there is an unexpe&ted turn of

thought, or ſally of wit. As,

“Here thou, great Anna, whom three realms obey,

Doſt ſometimes counſel take—and ſometimes tea.”

“Here lies the great—falſe marble, where 2

Nothing but ſordid duſt lies here.”

Some haſty, incorreót, writers, uſe the horizontal ſtroke,

at the end of almoſt every ſentence. This pračtice ought not

to be imitated.

º INTERRogAtion.

The note of interrogation is marked thus : ; and, in its lit

eral uſe, it is deſigned to aſk a queſtion. As, who did this P

* But, when men are prompted by paſſion, whatever they

would affirm or deny, with great vehemence, they naturally.

put in the form of a queſtion. Thus in ſcripture, “God is

not a man that he ſhould lie, neither the ſon of man that he

ſhould repent. Hath he ſaid it And ſhall he not do it 2

Hath he ſpoken it And ſhall he not make it good *

Exclamation.

Exclamation is a figure expreſſing the ſtronger emotions of

the mind. As, Alas the piety Alas the ancient faith :
A 2- - - -

And the arm invincible in war !

A AWTI S.F
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